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FOREWORD
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11.

E, IMPORTANCE OF DEFOLIATION IN COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS

General Fred J, Delmore*

Colonel Casto and Gentleman, I consider this really an opportunity to
be withi you today, for several reasons. First, I think that this meeting
will allow all the people who are engaged in the program to exchAnge ideas;
and secondly, perhaps in this exchange of ideas it will then be possible to
proceed on a straight line so that we can achiove our objectivas in a more
efficient manner and in a shorter timo.

When I hoeard of this particular meeting with Dr. Minarik and Colonel
Casto, I felt it so important that I flew in here this morning to see you
and talk with you even though I must fly out again this morning to take
cart of other things back at headquarters. I will not be able to meet you
individually now, but I am going to try to come back here again this evening
if I .an,

Now, why do I think that this program is oxcoadingly importatit why do
I makme No much of it? I had the opportunity of s ng firsthand some of
tho work that has been done in Southeast Asia. I spent; C ve months in that
area in connection with this program. I saw firsthand what this particular
endeavor can do and what its potentials are for the future, and I was also
able to judgo for myself what is still needed in ordmr that some of these
potentials nvy be exploited, I will try to give you these on an unclassi-
fied basis,

As tong as we have known war or conflict. in the field, one of the
principkhs of these engagements and conflicts has been "cover and conceal-
mvnt." The' soldier learns early in his career to take cover and to conceal
if he is to accomplish what he has set out to do and save his own life.
Thm tact.t s of World War 'II gradually seem to be going into the past, a lot
of th m, ,and no'w tdoas and new tactics arn coming Lnto vogue, in which the
Sutrrtlla typo is of great importance. All you have to do Ls to pick up
tho book writt otn by Dr. Fall, "The Stret Without Joy," which involvos
Routij 1, the nsitn highway from Hanoi, North Vietnam, @1.1 lth way down into
Sourb Vtotnam, #nd you will got some idea of what all- th tg ril t..c,,tit
Vr,.. 031 . Howoivor, even if you read thtg And sLudy it, And you utudy it
ag.ln, you will, Find ehAt the t4Ctics thAt nre hoing umod today ,roi a lLttle
ibL diffe-trnr. ilhan rhosa being used in thtt Fronch 'Indochina War. Whnn South
Vi.,rnam ho,:,m4 Involved in this presenL situation, one of Lh things thev
htd to fm.,r wa* amhush. Al] the way on up through '59, '60, and '61 tho
ambush was on tho Lricrea4i, and it became so deSp.raLM that thl governmont
turned to tny m,,&ns possible in order to be able to cope with this particu-
tAr sitLar ton. W , Assisted the government of South Virntnim only in Sdvico,
i rd , ,tn ti upply some of the material: in zount'ri ng the. ee ambthl..s,

(',.mv nrdIr5 ::nt- @1. U-S. Army Edgewood ArR(-n l.
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Considerable research has gone on in these laboratorias in the use of
chemicals that could attack vegetation in order to preclude concealment.
Some criticism resulted from the use of these chemicals at first. Well,
perhaps with anywhere from 30 days' to 60 days' time required to do the job,
and the high amounts needed, the cost perhaps was high, The people in the
field became impatient and certainly could not wait for 30 to 60 days to

destroy the cover and concealment of these guerrillas, and some criticism
resulted. We were able to dispel a considerable amount of this misconcep-
tion by bringing the program back into proper perspective last year. How-
ever, the need still exists for better agents and this is the reason that
you are meeting here today. The need still exists to get herbicides or
organic-type compounds that will do the job in a quicker period of time
than we are able to do at present. The man in the field would like to
destroy concealment in a matter of hours. I am not going to say your objec-
tives are hours and I am not going to say it's days or whatever, but it
must be shortened if the program is to succeed for future operations. And
remember, today we are not engaged in a war in Southeast Asia, we are only
advisors assisting that country to carry on, but tomorrow morning perhaps
we may be engaged in similar type operations, not over there, but perhaps
in some other part of the world. We never know when this is going to happen.
We are in need right now of chemicals that will do the job at an earlier
time, and in a quicker period. Now there is no question that field commanders
will accept something that ran destroy cover and concealment for many reasons:
for anti-ambush, for spot firing, to clear lanes of fire, to expose logis-
tical installations, or for many other uses. But he needs it, he wants it,
but not in the present state. We must have an improvement not only in the
ingredient but also in the type of dispersion that is involved.

Now this is another part of the story you are probably not involved in;
the hardware part of this thing. I don't know. You are involved in the
ingredient that will bring about the results, and this is the important
part. We must get it so it not only acts quickly, but it must be logisti-
cally feasible. The toxicity gets a great amount of play. This is a big
problem. The problem is to mAke sure it is perfectly innocuous to man and
animal and at the name time, will do its job. But I leave that to you people
to reach this particular objective. The know-how of this country in being
able to solve this problem perhaps is located right here. Whether you are
a scientist or whether you represent one of the industrial concerns, I fully
recognize that on the part of industry there are certain proprietary rights,
There are certain secret. that for competitive reasons and many others, you
don't want somebody to know about. I fully recognize it. t had hoped, how-
ever, that this would be minimized; that you are in a position to roally go
the limit among yourselves in order that this problem may bn solved. Today
thin country is not at war. I hope another war never comes. However, we
may be engaged in one somewhere, someplace in this world, where an American
moldier will have to fight. That American soldier deserves the beat of any-
thing we can give him in order that he might survive, and win, so as to
protect the freedom of this country as well as all of this entire tree world.
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The capability of destroying cover and concealment to defend against and
fight off guerrilla and other types of tactics is absolutely essential, it
is generally agreed, and we will certainly endorse it, that the Liae of
chemicals can play a big part in being able to defeat cover and concealment.
However, certain things must be recognized. The systems, to be fully
accepted, must have something that will act more rapidly than we have now.
Zt certainly must be more logistically feasible; the toxicity must be taken
into consideration; and the cost, because it will be in competition with
other systems. There is a big job ahead, Theme laboratories have been
given the responsibility to coordinate and to carry out this particular
research. They have engaged you and made you part of this team. I hope
that in the near future you will be able to come ip with some sort of answers
on this problem. I am not-in a position to engage in technical discussions.
We have plenty of technical people here who will be able to do so. Perhaps
six months from now we may be able to call a similar meeting, and be able to
discuss progress that we have made, In this progress meeting I am hopeful
that we will be further ahead than we are today in the month of July, 1963.
We will give you all the support we possibly can. All we need is for in-
dustry to work with us. Dr. Minarik, I am goin$ to turn the meeting back
to you, and lots of luck. Go as far as you can without committing your
companies or giving away proprietary rights or your really deep secrets,
but we must have some answers. Thank you.
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1I. U.S. ARMY1 BIOLABS DEFOLIATION PROGRAM

A. E. Hayward*

It is my purpose this morning to try to establish a broad but systematic
frame of reference so that the subiequent discussions you will have today
may fit into this general pattern. Historically, our interest in defoliants
and herbicides began with the establishment of Fort Detrick in 1943. In
1946 much of the work in this area was published and the June issue of the
"Botanical Gazette" was devoted entirely to a series of papers published
from Fort Detrick. Work in this area has continued since that time and,
while the program has seen both good times and bad, it is today enjoying a
higher level of support than ever before,

General Delmore has stated some of the objectives and some of the prob-
lems that pertain to this program. I think it might be well to repeat some
of the things he said because I believe they deserve this added emphasis.
First, it is obvious that success in this program would allow us to do some-
thing about the problem of cover and concealment. When we clear vegetation
from roadsides, railways, and canals we substantially reduce the opportunity
for ambush and thus allow our own operations to proceed in a more timely
manner. Defoliants would aio be used, as General Delmore has said, to
de.arcate boundaries. I don't know if you heard the radio this morning, but
two American soldiers were killed by ambush in the demilitarized zone in
Korea. Maybe if this demilitarized zone had been plainly marked by defoli-
ating a strip perhaps 200 meters wide this wouldn't have happened. At
least, it would be obviously silly to accept the usual explanation that the
attackers were lost and thought they were within their own boundaries.
Successful defoliation could be used to clear gun omplacementu, open up
fields of fire, mark areas for bombing, or test whether or not a particular
area was camouflage or actual vegetation.

Let me turn now to some of the technical problems that we face. I am
quite sure that I will not wtate all of the technical problems, for I am not
gifted with perfect foresight. To borrow one of the quips of the gentleman
who will follow me, I am an appointed official, not an anointed one, I can,
however, describe some of the major problems and the first of thesi would
be our requirument for agents that hav a broad rango. We will never know
precisely what type of vegetation we may wigh to defoliate and so we would
like to have materials that will Lake thn leaves off of the vegetation in
rain forests, deciduous forests, coniferous forests, and almost any other
type of vegotatLion one could namr. Whether thnse materials are true defo-
liants, whether the.y aro herbicides or desiccants, does not really matter
greatly but they should have a broad range.

U.S. Army Atological LaborAtories.
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Secondly, we need materials that will act rapidly. An GeneraL Dlmoro
stated, it is premature at this time to say that these materials should acL
within an hour or a day or some other finite unit of time, but ws cortainly
want them to act as rapidly as possible. I know that this factor will be
discussed in more detail later and I will say no more about it at thit time.

It Soes without saying that the materials must be applicable by ground
and air spray, that they must be logistically feasible, and that they must
be nontoxic to humans and livestock in the area affected. Not only mhould
these materials be nontoxic, but it seems to me that it is important that
they not have any cosmetic effect. If, for example, a material had a marked
red fluorescence and a number of people were obviously stained by the material,,
then our enemy might derive considerable propaganda value from this fact even
though the individuals were not in any way injured by the material.

In a vmry real sense, this program in defoliation is a little bit unique
with respect to the usual military-industrial collaboration. Ordinarily, in
military R&D we have a military concept that leads to the statement of a
military requirement, technical characteristics, performance specifications,
and other strictly delimited aspects, In this program we do not hava rigidly
specified characteristics. I have stated some of the broad requirements
that a successful defoLiating chelpical should have, but within this general
framework we will accept and use materials that will do a job for us, In a
few years it may be that we will come up with more definite specifications
but at the moment we simply solicit the assistance of you gentlemen in
finding materials that can be used successfully within the reasonably broad
and general guidelines that General Delmore ham stated and that I have re-
peated.

It has been both a pleasure and a privilege to speak to you gentlemen
this morning. I know that I speak for all of us who have responsibility
in this program when I say that we are most gratified at the very wonderful
response industry has shown and we are confident that your interest And
your capabtitty will Load to success In thiin program,
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.111, DEFOL ATION CNTRACTUAL EFFORT,

Alex Smallberg ,

A. 111 RODUCTION

11here are three areas in this contract program I would like to couch
upon briefly because I believe they may be of interest and benefit to you:
(a) the importance of our contract program, both to the Government and to
you; (b) how we have organized thi. contract program to bring us where we
are; and (c) what I believe lies ahead.

B. IMPORTANCE OF THE PROGRAM

The previous speakers have already told you of the importance and urgency
of this program to the military. I would like to add that coupled with this
urgency and complexity is our military objective of being second to none.
This is a tall order for all of us - it is a challenge not only to the
military, but. also to industry. It im a challenge that demands our best, it
demands your beat - nothing else will do.

Our contract pr Sram also offers many incentives and advantages to in-
dustry, The contractor motivations to participate In military R&D contract
programs are some mixture and combination of patriotic, scientific, and
economic impulses, I am certain that General Delmore's remarks will keep
the patriotic incentive spark alive. On the scientLftc and economic fronts
our program provides several advantagts,

(a) It gives each of you a preview and insight into future related R&D
contract progrsms.

(b) t onahiLeR you to maintain a matLofactory position with other
argantzations that are doing similar work And to ovaluate your own
capability with theirs,

(c) Ift iv s you the opportunity w &rtr,,:-t highly trAtnd Vc4,,-nL[f1C
p i,. i,'v. I "hv ' ,-ting t:hem a Sc InnLif c nr,! -hr. , ,:i. I .'IW ,a I Iing,,, as w ll as1
I , iolr ihor p.--r onnn I or SuhI Satiq rrL co', rtitiont\ progroina i nd!,/;' r.l, tqd

k'd) It p.rnilti. you to keep abressr. ,of Lmir pr.vti tta in- "oust A,',:,mpI ish-
!,-, nt % nd llv,..m you Lho opportunity to viL. L ouvr IA.br or L,. ind ohs.orve
th., x':Ir, if c work w# arre doing and ta i epecfin.zd OCt[c1inIej 'Lnd 4citLn-

I * , IT=l D ,',nt we are ust ng.

S. i*i fn g ' (!r0 n LaboraI.orvia,

Best Available Copy
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(e) It also gives your scientists the opportunity to gain access to
current research data that may have been assembled in Government reports
end papers but may not be published for several years.

In summary, this program offers you opportunities for creative and
challenging work that may lead not only to the solution of military problems,
but to new knowledge leading to new commercial products. Cuture markats,
and ultimately high industrial profits.

C. ORGANIZATION OF CONTI CT PROGRAM

In organizing our contract program there were several aspects that re-
quired careful consideration. At Fort Detrick, as I am sure you recognize,
we do a great deal of creative and skillful work. Frequently, however, we
do not have available the necessary manpower and facilities to do the entire
job within the needed time frame. We must turn to outside organizations
such as yours to research) develop, and produce our highly specialized
items. This calls for a military-industry contract partnership and demands
of industry its ability, creative ideas, facilities, and the competence of
its scientific and engineering disciplines to achieve the results we need
in the shortest possible time.

Our previous contract budgets in this area particularly during the
period 1959 to 1962, were practically nil. The dollar support for our in-
house effort was only a little bettor. We were faced with two major prob-
lems: We could not suddenly turn on the contract faucet and turn to one,
two, or thre, contractors who had already demonstrated their special compe-
tence to us under any major contract program, nor did we have the total in-
house professional competence to monitor and evaluate a wide and dynamic
contract program. During this prior period, Dr. Minarik did an outstanding
job in keeping the industrial and in-house interest alive.

In 1962 we invited essentially the entire chemical industry to Fort
Detrick. We briefed them on the technical and contract aspects of this
program and solicited their participation. The industrial interest was
very high throughout and the response very good. It became cloarly evident
that the procurement would be a highly competitive one and that the selection
of tho contractors considered to be best qualified to perform the contract
would be a very difficult decision for the Govornment to make, The pro-
pomals were evaluated in an objective, impartial, und thorough manner by a
group of highly qualified Government scientists and consultants who were
especially selected for their proficiency in thin area. It wac ctnerLy
recognized that a great deal of highly important capabilities existed in
numerous outside organizations, The line between those selectod and those
not selected was a very narrow one. We are therefore keeping the procure-
ment doors wide open to all highly qualified organizations, and thori are
many, to enable their future participation in our program as thoLr future
interest and capabiliLies may dictate.
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At the onset of the contract programo it was immediatel.y recogntied
that there would be a dual competition. The first woutd be the CompeLLLion
to obtain the contract; the second would be the competition between the
selected contractors. Each contractor quickly becamm aware that the con-
tract itself offered no social security and that their contract output
would have to measure up to the qualitative output of their competitors.
This competition did, and I am sure will continue to, generate a high
degree of scientific effort, productivity, and efficiency. The results of
the contract effort will be currently and closely evaluated, and the
extension of the contract programs will be determined on the basis of care-
ful assessment of the contract accomplishments and the potential benefits
they offer to the Government.

In establishing our contracts we have endeavored to provide several
things that we felt would be very helpful to the tontractor. it is my
personal viewpoint that a major reason for R&D contract slippage after a
qualified contractor is selected is that Government objectives and contract
goals are not always currently stated and clearly understood, and thA urgency
of the program is not fully realized. During the negotiation of the deloli-
ant contracts we endeavored to describe the immediate and long-range con-
tract objectives, the importance of the contract program, and the management
steps Lat would be taken to plan, monitor, and evaluate the contract effort
and results. In addition to making our requirements clear and impressilg
upon you the importance and urgency of the program we felt that the contract
documents themselves should serve as a suitable tool for the parties. There-
fore, our program was planned to provide stability and continuity for the
contractor capable of doing an outstanding job. The successful accomplish-
ment of our contract program needs the bold and ingenious efforts of the
people assigned to it. Your contract has been designed to allow you a
management flexibility that will give your competence and Judgment the
freest opportunity to do creative work, both in-house and by attracting on
a national basis the greatest scientific and industrial competence that
might be available. The contract program has Fort Detrick's top management
t.nterrmt and support and has drawn the best capabilities of our research
personnel to work closely with the prime contractors to insure that the
program focus and direction will not be misplaced or misunderstood. We
hope to facilitate the contractor capability by bringing into the program
the best research and industrial competencies that may be needd, To tho
fixtnt thot it is practicable and worthwhile, we wilt do our utmost to inte-
grnre outmide ideas that we believe are neoded Vor tho rosults wt are seking.

D. WHA'r LI ES AHEAD

Th,- ro.ul.ts of this program are being used in field test evaluations.
The asm Raents that follow may lead to largn-quantity military rctquiremonts.
I %m r0,L prupared in this brief time to provide you with a market resoarch
unatysLR. 1. am sure you all have a great deal of cnnpeotnce and experience
in tliis ar, A,
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7 have already mentioned commercial and economic incentives. I n not

surprised, and I am happy to report, that there have boen a largte number of

patent applicatLions resulting from this program. This may b a partiaL

explanation as to why many of you have proposed to work withoUtL prOIL And

on a cost-sharing basis, Continuing to took ahead, we are hopoful, or

course , that the needed breakthrough will occur. No one can prodLct when,
where, and how this will happen, We are giving every industrial organiza-

tion with a capability and interest an opportunity to vubmit unsolicited

proposals and to toot their compounds. It is safe to say that our future

budgets will be directed toward the organization whose research capabilLty

and product can provide the best potential benefits to our program. Your

job, as I see it, is to make sure that your organization to thA one selected,

In reviewing today's program, I couldn't help but be impressed by the

qualifications of the contractors and the repreorntatives who are parIci-

pating in this program. It further demonstrates that our program needs a

special research capability. If 1 may attempt a simplified definition,
"research is the difference between the problem and the answer." The

challenge to all of us -- the contractor and our Government people -- will

be to continue to reduce the difference.
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IV. CROPS DIVISION DEFOLIATOPR O RAM

C. E. Minarik*

A number of speakers this morning mentioned that our program started
during World War I, with the establishment of Fort Detrick in, 1943. There
was a great deal of interest at that time in dostroying vegetation in the
South Pacific Theater, and the principal means available was high explosives.
I have forgotten how many millions of tons of high explosives were required
to destroy the vegetation on some of these PacifLc Islands. We were asked
to investigate chemicals that were available in large quantities in the
United St*ts that could be employed for "defoliating" this vegetation.
The work was done by the group then at Fort Detrick under the leadership of
Dr. A. G. Norman, who is now at the University of Michigan. The group
screened a large number of chemicals- including the commercially available
cotton defoliants. The screening program yielded two chemicals of promise,
ammonium thiocyanate and zinc chloride. Both of these produced excellent
results when used in conventional military spray equipment available at
that time, which consisted of the B-25 aircraft and the M-10 smoke tank.
The first r&quirement was to defoliate trees; later this was changed to add
target vrking. In 1945 we were ready to recommend the use of ammonium
thiocyanate in the Pacific Theater. During the course of coordination at
high levels in the government, someone decided that ammonium thiocyane.te
sounded vary much like cyanide, which everybody knows is poisonoum. If we
used this chemical, we would be accused of conducting poison gas warfare;
therefore, the plan to use chemicals for destroying vegetation in the Pacific
rheater was dropped. The war ended before another "defoliant" could be
developed. Much of our work then was classified Secret; however, some of
our reports have since been downgraded to Unclassified. One report relates
to our work at Fort Kno in cooperation with the Armored Medical Research
Laboratory, At Fort Knox we sprayed temperate zone vegetation with ammonium
thiocyanate and other chemicals and followed the spray treatment with incen-
diaries that wpru dropped from B-25 aircraft. We have somo exctllent before.
and-after photographs of the defoliation that was achieved during these
trials. The chemicals used were not true defoliants but werp, more properly
doscribad as desiccants. However, they did accomplish the desir!d results.

Thf next program In which we became involvod dealt with subtropical
vogetatio in the Everglades of Florida. In Muy 1945 Camp Detrick published
Specia Report 13, "Marking and Defoliation of Vorrst Vege;af.:on." This
report also was originally classified Secret but recently ham been down-
graded to Unclassified. This program alio Involved screening additional
chemicpli, buL wco again came up with the sm, chenmi(a$.s, annonLum thiocya-
nit .nd zinc chloride, that had proved so effoctive Al. Fort Knox. 'h
vSrt.,&tLon changed color in two or throe days, Th, ofiect was iceelr
for targpL mArkinS. As Mr. Hayward potnted out target marking, or d'.Itnnat-
Lng drop atis and othoir zones by causing thiv vi,,:tion to chan . color,

-U.S. Army mt'. gtcal Laboratories.
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ip extremely important in warfare. But more important than this, and this
does not involve chemistry, warn the fact that we demonstrated that spray
materials that had a wide range of droplet sizes did penetrate a formst
canopy so that droplets were deposited, not only on the upper canopy, but
in the middle, and also on the forest floor. Canopy penatration in a suh.
Ject that comes up every time one discusses spraying dtnse tropiwal vcget -
tion, such am occurs in Vietnam for instanco, One says, "Oh, w0lt, Lt's
very dene so you can spray the top; when those leave. fall, you spray the
middle layarl and mo on." This technique Lu not neceNeary. The 1945 trials
have amply proved this point.

Moro. recent work conducted prior to bur phase-out in FY 1958, just be-
fore we hit the leanest of our lean years, consisted of extbnive screening
of defoliant and desiccant chemicals, We had examined approximatly twelve
thousand chemicals here at Detrick for vegetational control actiWity, and
thoso that displayed even the slightest defoliation or dem.ccation activity
were then put into our defoliant screening program. An unclassified report
issued in July 1959 Lilts the most active of approximately 700 chemicals
that were screened for defoliant activity. I think some of you contr&ctors
hav" soen copies of this report. Recently, an attempt was made to have it
issued by the Department of Commerce but, although Unclassufbd, it wax
st~ll considered sensitive,

One of our earliest and most fruitful contracts dealt with thn ovaluation
of candidate defoliants on tropical vegetation in Puerto Rico. Bruns,
Crusado, and Musik evaluated 51 different formulations on 25 species of
tropical woody plants and reported their results in a recent Issue of Ttopi.-
cal Agriculture. Incidently, Dr. Musik, one of the authors, witl join our
staff to spend part of him sabbatical leave from the Washington State Un.i-
vrseity, continuing his work on absorption and translocation of defoliant.
and herbicides.

7 have briefly reviewed the highlights of our defoliation program to
show that we have been engaged in defoliation Research and Development
(R&D) for some time and have accumulated quite a backlog of information.

Goneral Delmore has poinLed out that we need a chemical that acts more
rapidly. At on* time we had a requirement for a dofoliant that would be
effective in 24 hours and a target-marking chemicAl effe Le in 15 or 20
minutem. There are certain chemicals that can mark vegetation in this short
period o Lime. Tributylphosphate, for inst:ance, will dcsiccate corta.Ln
spcc'vs vry rapidly but will not affeict other species. Tho mam i true
of c''-rt: In defoliants. ThItL points up the fact that wn must tind chemicals
wlth hroad host ranges.
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Other speakers before me have discussed our objecttvc.i tn t,.rmi St whfi.
the compound must do or be like. I would like to rniteratu, that, w,. tic,.d
chemical that is effective in low doses,.is inexpensive, readily Iv4i1abl0-
or capable of being manufactured in large quantities, nontoxc to in~n and
animals, stable in storage, nonhazardous to the user, and noncorroiive.

ThA work that I have discussed so far was done in the larly days of our
defoliation program. A more recent project involved vegetation control at
(amp Drum, New York. We were able to have photographars go along on thil.
mission to get before-and-after picture. A vry short ilm ha4s b..,n pr*-
pared that we would like to show at this time,. This work was donc In 1959
and it was shortly thereafter that we got the call to demonstrate what
could be done in Vietnam. Dr. James W. Brown was responsblt f or thts work.
He was also responsible for the demonstrations in Vietnam that, defoliants
and herbicides can be effective for vegetation control in tha*t country,
A ter Dr. Brown's highly successful demonstrations of th, potent(Al of herbi-
ciduj the United States Air Force was directed to conduct defoliation spray
oppration4. The flow rats'of the equipment was too Low for the desirmd
ground dtiposit, and many delays caused the opmration to be conducts'd during
thm, wrong season of the year for the best rosults, As General Dflmore
indicat' d, there were some adverse comments in the prmx. Dr. Warrn Shaw
of th, Department of Agriculture, who is here today. Oecnoersl D-.lmore, and a
numb..r of others went to Vietnam to assess the results. Th-y r, portnd that
the spryed vegetation had been defoliated to the extent of 75 pur cAnt on
th; Averag* and in certain targets 100 par cent, I think Co.onf.l Caa,o
will show some slides this evening of areas that worA spray~d In 7mhruary
1962 and photographed in May 1963. You will soo that th'rl hax hNin very
little r,growth in these areas, maybe five to ton per cent at moit.

This brings us up to our current in-houseprogram. Our tot;al hudgikt for
defoliation R&D is approximately two million dollars, about threo hundred
thousand of which goes into our in-house program; the remainder gpse out on
contract, to you folk. We now have 18 professional pnrsonnol, miLitrv and
civiltan. I would like to compliment our military pernonnerl for Lli mar,
vtlous Job they are doing for us. They have shown great adaptkbiLlty end
.-nthusiasm for the program and are contributing very significantLy to its
su,:c !s. Wo. have four additional prof,saional civillitn, ,'oming in not
month. Am I indicated earlier, Dr. Muzik witl.l be htrr; on W,.dnlnt.s(.y or
,hirrdA,y, A# will Dr. Hurtt from Michigan Stitt:, L-r . S2:)' Pn f M-. Wl.!,w-sser
will be, Qoming in later in the month. T n ,gdd Lt , y, rltPrr 14,I 11. b. thrcee
,LviL[an tL-chnicians, giving us a total ol' appr.,tnUfmat.(iLv 25 p,,opl,+. w'lrking

)n dv+ " 1. tartion.

Whiir. t.vpt of. work are we doing horn? We earo ,.ngag.d Ir hay L.: rst~rch
,I t.hl biochemi.cal and physiological aspe cts of leaf, abscLsion. I i you
will note your program, you will see thaL I will be foll owrd by Lt.
Rubinst'*iin and Lt. Abeles, who will discuss somn of' thoir baxic r',. uch on
I, -.A ,.b4 La ,%n. Another probl.m under investigt;i,,t i s ro b r',, of vh .. n+
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in abscission, The formulation of candidate defoliants for use in military
operations is also an active project. Work-in absorption and translocation
is planned for Dr. Hurtt when he arrives. Dr. Mutik has elected to study
environmental factors affecting absorption and translocation in our growth
chambers. This investigation is very important because 6ome of the sprays
used in Vietnam were applied when the plants were dormant, and a lack of
moisture certainly can influence the plant response to growth-regulator
types of chemicals. The mechanism of action is the type of study that Dr.
Szabo will be initiating next month. Residues in plant tissues is another
subject that is receiving some attention. Correlation between plant re-
sponse and stage of growth when treated i3 also undergoing investigation.
Other active projects concern: (a) dose-response curves for various chemi-
cals and plant species; (b) taxonomic studies; (c) modification 4nd cali-
bration of aerial spray equipment; (d) evaluation of candidate defoliants
on mixed stands of tropical viitation in 5- to 20-acre plots; (a) relation-
ships of molecular structure and biological activity; (f) primary and
secondary greenhouse screening; and (g) field screening using ground spray
equipment,

You will note that we are not doing any uynthesis in-house, We are
relying entirely on you contractors to-provide the synthesis effort.

In brief, o4r in-house program consists of primary and secondary screen.
ing in the greenhouse and field; aerial applications; equipment calibration;
taxonomic, biochemical, and physiological investigations; formulation
studies; and structure-activity relationships, With the exception of one
project, our entire defoliation program is unclassified.
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V. ICHANISKR OF AUXIN ACTION ON LEAF ABSCISSION

Bernard Rubinstein*

Anyone who is interested either in understanding the nature of leaf
abscission or in synthesizing chemicals thit artificially induce defolia-
tion is aware of the importance of the internally produced growth regulator,
indoleacatic acid (IAA). Under various conditions IAA can either stimulate
or inhibit abscission, but little is known as to how this auxin actually
works. In our attempts to better understand auxin action, we are trying
to ascertain the site of action or, in other words, to determine if auxin
acts directly on the separation area or indirectly by influencing the
metabolism of the petiole,

A. STUDIES OF SITE OF ACTION

For studies of site of action, intact Black Valentine beans (Ph u&
vutgis L. var. Black Valentine) were grown in individual pots in the
greenhouse. After 14 days the primary leaf blades were cut off, and
either plain lanolin or 1000 parts-per million (ppm) IAA in lanolin was
applied to cover the cut ends of the petioles.

Using this method, it ts relatively easy to separate IAA-induced
inhibitions and stimulations of abscission (Figure, 1). If IAA is applied
immediately to six-centimeter (cm) debladed petioles, abscission is com-
pletely inhibited. IAA applied ten hours after deblading still produced
inhibitions, but they were not as pronounced. However, if 17 hours
elapsed between reqoval of leaf blade and IAW applications, a very marked
stimulation of abscission occurred. These results are similar to those
first reported by Rubinstein and Leopold". after they had applied alpha
naphthaleneacetic acid to abscission zone explants. These results, then,
led to the postulation of two stages in bean leaf abscission - a first
stage characterized by an auxin inhibition of abscission, and a second
stage when auxin applications stimulate abscission,

To examine the effect of an intact primary leaf on the opposite
debladed petiole at the same node, the experiments shown in Figure 2
were set up. The first diagram represents the hours to 50 per cent
abscission for the one-cm and six-cm controls and the second illustrates
that the intact blade inhibits abscission of the opposite six-cm petiole,
Hypothesizing that the inhibition was due to auxin production by the leaf
blade, TAA was applied to only one debladed petiole at th. primary leaf
node. The third diagram shows the surprising results, Not only was there
no inhibition of the untreated petiole, but there was a marked stimulation
of abscission.

A U.S. Army Biological Laboratories.
** Rubinotein, B., and Leopold, A.C. "Analysis of tho auxin control of

bean leaf abscission," Plant Physiol. 38:262-267, 1963.
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The possibility then existed that auxin on the one-cm patiole was
affecting the opposite six-cm petiole after it* transition into Stage 2,
If this were true, it should be possible, by retaining the unLreated slLx.-
cm potiole in Stage I, to inhibit its absci~sion when UAA is applied to
the opposite petiole. Figure 3 illustrates such A situation. The diagram
on the left is the untreated control and the one in the center shows the
stimulation of abscission by AA. The plants represented by the third
diagram were treated so that iAA was applied immediateLy to a one..cm
petiole, but the opposite leaf was not debladed until 48 hours latet.
It can be seen that by keeping the leaf intact and retaLning the si',cm
petiole in Stage 1, an inhibition of abscission was produced.

Thus, we have a system to determine the site of auxin action, sy
applying TAA on one petiole, we can assume that auxin reaches the abscil..
sion zones of the opposite petioles at exactly the same times, and if the
abscission time changes as the length of the untreated petiole is varied,
it would be suggestive of an indirect auxin action, that is, an effect on
the petiole itself and not on the abscission zone.

To investigate the effect of length of petiole on the first ttaga, or
the stags when auxin inhibits abscission, experiments were set up as
diagrammed in Figure 4. One leaf at the primary node was trLmmed to ono
cm and treated with AAA; the opposite leaf was left intact for 48 hour$
and then cut so as to leave either a six-cm or a one-cm petiole (upper
right and lower left diagram, respectively). When compared with the con -

trol Vlower right diagram), 'the results indicate that the inhibition wan
apparent only with six-cm petioles, thus implying an indirect itte of
auxin action during Stage 1. Abscission of the one-cm petiole upon which
auxin was applied, however, was inhibited.

The localization of auxin action during the second stage, when TAA
stimulates abscission, is outlined in Figure 5. Again IAA was applied
immediately to one-cm petioles, but this time the opposite leaves were
debladed at the same time and trimmeod to one or six cm, By comparing
the abscission rates of the untreated petioles in the center and right
diagram;, it can be seen that regardless of length; the petite: warp
accelerat d equally, thus implying an action of auxin dMre. ty at the
absci w i zone.

From the data so far, we have concluded that the action of aumii is
prlmarlty Jirec., that st, on the separation area and tt. asoctatud
cell layer,. It i true that Figure 4 implied an indirect site because
lx. cm pe toleo were inhibited longer than one-cm petiols, but It should

aill' be nt ictd (Figure 5) that TAA appl Led even to oi&.:n petioles pro.-
lun.le mark,:d inhibitions. it may be, then, that L.engthentin th" petiole
v.rvA, only to intensify the inhibitory effect. Reult of experim~ntL
I 1MAXtrO~' In PigUre 5 XUggewt 4 direet allntl WWIct Airtng 0tagc 2.
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Figtre 5. Effect of Length of Petiolo on the

Acceleration of Abscission by 1AA.

Since it appears that auxin acts at the abscission tons during both
stages, we have gained confidence in using excised abscission zones
to represent processes occurring in the intact plant. A further analysis
of the physiological and biochemical aspects of auxin effects on these
abscission zones was then attempted by measuring ethylene production
under different experimental conditions.

B. ETHYLENE PRODUCTION STUDIES

Since 1935, the leaves of various plants have been reported to give
off ethylene, but no one has examined the abscission zone itself nor
related the ethylene evolution to naturally occurring leaf abscission.
Dr. F.B. Abeles of this laboratory and I are currently investigating
the production of this gas by using excised abscission zones in order
to learn more of the mode of action of auxin and other abscission stimu-
lators. Ethylene in our experiments was measured by an F&M Model 720 gas
chromatograph equipped with a flame-ionization detector. A two-foot
activated alumina column was used at a temperature of 45*C; helium flo
rate was 110 milliliters per minute.

The bioassay consisted of onecm-tong abscission zone explants from
primary leaves of Red Kidney bean (Ph&agolus vularis L. var, Red Kidney).
They were placed in agar that had been poured into bottles that could be
fitted with gas-tight vaccine caps. Gas samples were withdrawn with a
syringe and injected into the gas chromatograph.
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We first wanted to determine if naturally abaciutnng explants volvt
ethylene. To do this, we removed air samples from 8aaled gas collection
bottles at various times until abscission occurred. The axpLants did give
off ethylene- a rapid evolution at first, followed by a slow but. regular
increase for more than 96 hours, Fifty per cent abscipsion occurred at
48 hours, when the concentration of ethylene was approximately 0.34 milli-
microliter (nm l) per explant.

To observe the effect on ethylene evolution hy auxin applications
during the two stases, the following experiment was set up. After cutting,
explants were either left in plain agar or placed immediately in alpha
naphthaleneacet~c acid (NAA). Other explants were placed In NAM at either
24 or 48 hours after cutting. it was found that NAA always induced marked
stimulations of ethylene evolution (more than three MLI per explant per 12
hours) no matter when the auxin was applied to explants. ..boelLosi was
inhibited by all NAA treatments, however, except the 48-hour one when an
acceleration occurred. These results led to the hypothesis that ethylene
is effective only during the second stage of abscission.

To test this hypothesis, one ppm of ethylene was added to explants in
plain agar at either 0 to 12 or 48 to 60 hours after cutting (Table I).

TABLE 1. ABSCSSION RATES OF BEAN EXPLANTS AFTER ETHYLENE EXPOSURES
(I ppm) AT 0 TO 12 OR 48 TO 60 HOURS AFTER CUTTIN,

Ethylene Added,, time Hours to 50 Per Cent Abscission

Control 84
0 to 12 hours after cutting 80

48 tn 60 hours after CUtLLing 55

It can be Pcan that ethylene applied immediately had no effect on absicLs-
seon rate* but that ethylene applied during Stage 2 markedly accelerated
ahsctism,,n.

From thesce data we feel that endogenously produced ethylene may regu-
latp leaf ahictssion. The gas was found in sufficient quantirLes to atimu-
ntae abscission, hut it acted only during the second stage of abscission

and had no effect during Stage 1. Tbui, evon though Immediate auxin appli-
cations stImulat, ethylene production, the gas is not activa because auxin
stmul.Lunoouly retains the explant In Stage 1., the twxperlmenLt 4o far
,igeAt that abaclsl.on is controlled by factors even more laslc tho~n

nthyl.ne. It seems that the nature of the change from the rtrst to Lt1
second xtag( Is of vital importance for the induction of absciRsion, since
It is durLng the second st age only that Cthyluno is active.
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C. SUMMARY

Expertments have been performed to investigate the mode of ctcIn of
auxin a# it both inhibits and timl ts loaf abscLision. 'Intact beotn
plants were used to determine first the site of auxin action. Aftor
applying indoleacetic acid to one debladed petiole and observing abscip.-
sion rates of the opposite untreated pettolep. at the same node, one can
conclude that auxin acts directly at the abscLssLon zone during both the
first stage, when it inhibits abscision, and during the second, when it
stimulates abscission.

To characterize a mode of auxin action, the evolution of eth,'lone
was measured from excised abscission zones. When alpha naphthaleonacatic
acid is applied to the explants, ethylene production is stimulated during
both stages. Ethylene additions to control explants however, suggest
that the gas acts only during the second stage, so it is propomed that
the stimulatory actLon of auxin during Stage 2 is lue to the production
of ethylene.
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K. Ohkuma 0.9. Smith, J.L. Lyon, and F.T. AddicotL

Crystalline abscisin 11, with a *entative molecular formula
of C15H2004, has been isolated from young cotton fruLt. It
accelerates abscission at rates as low as 0.01 microgram per
abscission tane. It inhibits LAA-Lnduced straight growth of
bxtne. colooptiles, but has no gibberellin activity on dwarf maize,

Endogenoup abmcipsion-accelerating substances are now knwn to occur
widely in the higher plants. Recently, ahlcisin 1. wa isolatcd from the
mature fruit wall of cotton, but little is yet known of its physiological
properties. The abscission-accelerating substance that is presently best
known physiologically occurs in the young fruit of cotton; its activity
reaches a peak at the time of the onset of young fruit abscis ion. This
paper reports the isolation of this substance, here named abscien ;,,, and
describes some of its chemical and physiological properties.

Abscission-accelerating activity was measured with explants (excised
cotyledonary nodes) of l4-day-old cotton seedlings. Seedlings were grow
at 320 ± 2"C with a 15-hour photoperiod of 2000 foot-candles provided by
"warm-whte" fluorescent lamps. The explants consisted of three-
millimeter xtumps of the cotyledonary petioles and of the stem and a
tenmillimeter stump of the hypocotyl. Explants were placed upright in
stainleps steel, holders in Petri dishes containing a five,,,millmeter
layer of 1.5 per cent agar. Fractions to be tested were applied to the
petiole stumps Ln five-microliter droplets of 1.0 per cent agar. Dishes
with explants were kept in the dark at 30"C. Abscission was derermined
by applying a force of five grams to the end of the petiole stumps at
daily or more frequent intervals.

*_;Th;e nv*-st tgat tons were supported in part by fund@, fromi the Foundation
for Cotron Research Education administered through the U.S. Departmovt
r'f Agrtculure, nnd a contract with the J.S. Army 'BioLogitcal LaboratorLe$.
Cotton rrlilt reir extriction were obtained with the cooperatLon of the
petonW s t Lh10 U.S. Cotton Field Stotion, Shefter,, Californ'a. We
thank M.rlereL I*Qasper and Nancy Beck for their excellent asuIsLnce.
Mr'. Pau.fl Alien ot the Department, of Agricultural Toxicology, Unve'r.Jty
of callfornLa, Davis, for determinaLLonA of ,!'R spectrum and 'JV abeorp,
teon'. Department of Chemistry, Stanford U'nLve'rity, for mass spectro,
metry dIttrmi, i tons and elmenta'l an lyfo,; acd Dr. R. Cleland for
prov~dtifl Facltties for Avena straightL-growth tests.

" D partmint of Atrunomy and Cotton Research Branch, A.R.S., U.S.D.A.,
tiniveiylv of C4I1[,ornLa, Davis, Californin.
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Four- t., saven-day-old frutt were cot]ncted LTI th fLold and qci, ck,-
frozen with dry ic:. After Iyophltz.'atLon, approximately 78 kitlorp,ram
(225 klo~rims fresh weight) woro extracted overn!ght In an amhteL,ct tompern-
ture of 20" to 25C with 520 1.ters of 80 per tent. altne. Aa .,r f'Lt, tir-
lng and concentratig, the reAldijil rtch wrttr w-* Adjutei.d to p4 '.(O with
dilute hydrochlortc actd and extract.d twict, 41':h tqtpatl vcl 'I2mcil. of thyl
acetate, The ethyl, acetate phase was sx*Lractcd tbree tmes wJ t-11 2.0 par
cont aqueous sodium bicarbonate. The sodlum bIcarbonate pha.e wag ncIdL-
flid to pM 2,(1 And extract.ed twice with oq...i wolaume.,, o. ..yl .: t .
The romatning acId fractinn' wetghing 147 grams. was saparated by adsorp,
tion chromatography. Carbon (Darco G-60) and celite 4,yfln ,upor-c-,l)
('1-: wert thoroughly mixed Ln water and packed IN a column by stirrng.
1h1i acid fraction was applied In a rat:io of approv1wLely I.,10 (4 id, to
carbon,i and clutad with increasing concentrationi of acetone in water,
Each ,of t hu un CractitonA (tO to 100 per cent) conrelned th're# lirlr of
Polv.nL per 100 gramp of carbon. A total rf 4.15 griamis of oily m Atriel
havink obcf rialn-.nccaleriting activity wai found in the 50 per c.nt and
60 per cent aLcetono cluatep. This wai applied to a vil1cLe acid-cariLito
(1:2) ¢,olunu packed In chloroform, in a ratio or one gram of Rample per
20 grams of stilcic acid. Fractions were elutad eucceaisvl.y wlth Lncreas-
ing concontrat ions of ethyl acetate in chloroform (one liter of olvent per
50 grams or LLticic acid) starting with five per cent ethyl, acetate. Peak.
of abciusinn.accolerating activity were found in thi 10 to 30 per cmnt
ethyl acetate, and In the 50 to 60 per cent ethyl acetate eluates. Further
purification of abhcisin TI involved only the most active peak, 10 to 30
per cent ethyl acetate. EIuates were comhnod and evaporated to dryness
,I* vacuo. The residue was treated with a small amount of chloroform from
which an insoluble crystalline material having no abef.aston activity was
eliminated by filtration. The remaining 238 milligrams of chloroform-
goluhle matertal were streaked on four *heet@ of Whatman three.mil.'tmeter
chromatographic paper (56.3 by 45.6 cm) and developed to 35.0 centimeters
with tao-propanol:ammonia:water (10:1:1 v/v). Each paper was divided
Ink- tetn porrln ' according to Of and eluted with methanol by nmcerartng
In a Wdrlrl hlendor, luates were evaporated to dryness, dissolved in
water At p"l 7.0, and fitered. The filtrates were actdified to pli 2,0,
extracted twice with ethyl acetate, and evaporated t:o drynets. Eluates
from Rf 0.4 t 0,8 wore combined (66 mill iLgram*) and appllpel to a Srtjlcic
aLt:'ll. ,ltimn, 41 described above. The LO per cent ,-liyl ncntaie
41l,4to w'I redcd nd v. g to 23 milligrams of mi,-4oli! cily Tu tsrial.
After recrymtnlliztng twice from chloroform-petroleum ethor, nine MtlIl.-
ratnA ,-I' high ly ctlve cry~tale were obtained. 'The eLuh8itnrI'+ W4is named

ah [ ' I ! , . .

" litl v I , , ,v.*ril- w ,, .,t;,. d hv tli.o.,tayer Arnd p p-p. r chromaLography.
__n-- .l Cferon ,1,eent sytn were ii,ei; tn 6nch ) I' 011J.

d .,. wil , p , I,,,, permanganate -pr y.



Abscisln % has a malLing point of 160 to 1,61' and sultlim. tit 1 -.
Ct is An acidic, colorless compound soluble in aquootif nOdIun hI.cirhOnULo,
chloroform, acetone, ethyl acetate, diethy'l ether, methanol, and ethanol,
slightly soluble in benzene and water, and sparingly soluble Ir poarntoum
ether. Itq ultraviolet absorption maximum in mathanol Li 252 itt lmlconA
(1 25,200:), tr infrared absorption spectrum in KBr pellatrq 1i wh'wn in
Figure 1. The molecular weight of abeclsln I L 264 (de , mLned1 from
mass spectrometry) and it contain s 68,76 per cent carbon and 7.96 par C*nt
hydrogen. Tents for nitrogen, sulfur, And halogen# were negattva. There.
fore, C15H2 0 0 4 was assigned to abscisin 1t as a tentattve molecular formula.
Theme data Phow that abscisin 11 is chemically distinct from abscLsin I
isolated from mature fruit wells of cotton by Liu and Carn i,

Abci sin I1 is a very effective abscismion accelerator. FIgure 2
showa Lhe results of applying three amounts of abscisi.n '1 to the petLole
stumps of aiplants. Acceleration resulting from the application of 1,0
and 0.1 microgram is greater than can be obtained from maximum accelerat-,
ing amounts of gibberellin A3 , Evidence indicating that abscitin 1'i 1
an abcLsstion-,accelerating plant hormone is presented e'lmewhero. '

Abscisln -1, was also tested for its growth-,inhibi ting and gLbbarelltn
activities, in the presence of 0.1 microgram per mililLter of MAM, it
completely LnhLbited Avon coleoptile straight growth at concentrations of
3.0, 10.0, and 30.0 micrograms per milliliter; at 0.1 microgram per milli-
liter it reduced growth at 60 per cent of that irtuced by IAA alone, No
gibberellin activity was found when applications of 0.25 to 50.0 micrograms
per plant were mrad" to dwarf maize mutants dl , d3, and d5 .

Furthor re-earch on the physiology and chemical characterIzation of
abscisin 1i i* In progress and will he reported Phortly.
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VII. PREPARATION OF FLUOROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS
AS PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS

Glenn C. Finger*

A. INTRODUCTION

Interest in fluoroaromatic compounds as plant growth regulators first
appeared in the 1940's. A post-World War II reportl indicated that the
Army Chemical Corps at Camp Detrick (now Fort Detrick) was aLreadv in-
terested in fluorophenoxyacids in 1944. A patent issued to Jones in 1945
mentioned the use of fluorophenoxyacetic acids as herbicides. In 1947 th".
preparation of the compounds furnished to the Chemical Warfarm Se'rvicA ive
its initial studies was reported.3 This latter article is an excellent
summary of the various synthetic methods of phenoxyacetic acids. The first
data on the herbicidal properties of fluorinIted bensoic acids appeared ir
1951, a study also pioneered at Ft. Detrick. These references summaris'
the early background of the fluorobentenoid herbicides.

B. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

Since its inception in 1952, the general scope of our project with the
Army Chemical Corps has been the synthesis of plant growth regulators con.
taming an aryl or heterocyclic ring with fluorine as the chief substituent
or in combination with such conon substituents as -Cl, -Br, -I, -OR, -OCH 3 ,
-NO2, -NH2, and others. To a limited extent, compounds with fluorine sub-
stitution on an atom attached directly to a ring nucleus are also includoid
such as -Ct3, -S02F 0 etc.

C. CENERAL PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATION

Thm general plan of investigation is to prepare a representativt group
of compounds of various types of plant growth regulators. As a cont0ioulnlg
objective, additions are to be made to the various tVps As NuItAblA st r!
in& materials and intermediates become available.

The election of the synthetic methods wa. governed mosLty by the f [ -,,
ablm starting materials and the shortest route. The route was not no.ctssari]y
Lhi moat mfficient method of preparation. If a compound gavo prrnill 'in re-,uI.
in acrmning, then more practical syntheses were in order.

S11L1o0oi Stfto Geological Survey, Urbana, Illinois.
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D. SUMMARY OF COMPOUNDS SYNTHESIZED

'The synthesis program to date covers four welt-known classes of com-
pounds with plant growth regulator properties, namely the phenoxyacetic
acids, tho benzoic acids, the phenyl carbamates, and the N-phenyi-glyrine
hydra-ides, BesLdes the individual compound. and their derivatives, many
intermediatea in the synthetic scheme were also submitted for screening.

I. Phonoxyacetic Acids

In general, the fluorinated phenoxyalkanoic acids were prepared
by the alkaline condensation of a fluorinated phenol with chloroacetic
or chloropropionic acid. With the exception of some recently synthesized
compounds, most of the compounds have been reported in a 1959 pap*? from
the Survey laboratories.

FCbH4H(l,4) C 2NOH FC6H4OCH 2COOHriaun 4-Fluorophenoxyacetic Acid

More than 40 fluorophenoxyacetic acids and a number of 'luorophenoxy-
propionLc acLdo have been synthesized. Emphasis has been primarily on
polyfluoro substitution and combinations of -F with -Cl and -Br. Some
other group combinations were included as the intermediates were at hand.
Table I tts the compounds that have been synthesized.

2. BenzoLc Acids

The majority of the fluorinated benzoic acids were prepared by the
following sequence: (a) the introduction of -F,, -Cl, -Br, and -, groups in
the benzene nucleus of key starting materials via an -NH9 group, followed
by (b) the generation of a -COOH group, through oxidation of a -CH3 group
(or, in a few cases, -COCH3 and -CH20H group) and carbonationof&Grignard
reasent,

About 24 halogenated benzoic acids were prepared, of which 20 con-
tained fluorine. Table 11 lists the di- and tri-subsLituted benzoic acids
that have been prepared.

3. Phenytl Carbamates

The fluorinated N-phenyl carbamates, also known as urtethanea or
carbantlaes, wrte conveniently propared by r(,a¢ctng thoo approprietn
fluorinated aniline with e.rhyl or isopropyl chlorocarbonate in an alkaline
medium.0 Thi. ye#ldi varied considerably but 60 per cent was considered

F(PIlNH 2( L,4) GC OOC2H 5  P rC6114N]ICOOC2II5
Ethyl. N-(4'-fluorophenyl) carbamate



TABLE 1. FLUOROPHENOXYACETIC ACIrDS

RING

POSITIONS BUBSTITUENTS

2-3 F-Cl CH3-F

2-4 F-F~-' F-Cl F-Br F-I F-CH3  F-NO2
Cl-F Br-F I-F N02-F

25F-F Cl-F N02-F

2-6 F-F

3-4 F-F F-Cl CH3-F
Cl-F

3-5 F-F

2-3-4 F-F-F F-Cl-F

2-3-5 F-F-F

245 F-F-Fl/ F-Cl-Cl F-C l-F F-F-Cl
Cl-Cl-FA/ Cl-F-F N02-N02 -F
Cl-F-Cl

2-4-6 F-F-F F-Cl-Cl CI-F-F F-Br-Br F-N0 2-N02
Cl-F-Cl Br-F-F Br-F-Br N02 -F-N0 2

3--5 F-Cl-F Cl-F-Cl

2-3-4-5 Br-Cl-F-Cl

2-3-4-5-6 Cl-Cl-F-Cl-Cl

~.Also th 1-propionic acid dorivativo.
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TABLE 11. FLUOROBENZOIC ACIDS

RING
POSITIONS SUBSTITUENTS

2-3 Cl-F Br-F CH3-F
F-Cl Br-NO 2

2-4 F-F F-Cl F-NO 2  F-NH2
F-Br F-N1HAc

2-5 F-F Cl-F

2-6 F-F Cl-F 11-Cl
Er-F Br-Cl

3-4 F-F

-F-F

2-3-4 F-F-F

2-3-5 F-F-F

2-3-6 C1-F-Cl F-N0 2-F

Thirty fluorinated N-phanyl carbamates have been synthesized, ie.,
the ethyl and isopropyl N-phenyl derivatives resulting from 15 fluorinated
anilines. Among the mono-substituted compounds, all of the ortho, meta, and
Para fluoro derivatives and a 3-trifluoromethyl (-CF 3) compound have been
prepared, The polysubstituted compounds are listed in Table III.

4. N-Phenylglycine Esters and Hydrazides

ThA first fluorine-containing compound of the phanylglycin'e type
was reported in 1958, namely N-(4-fluorophenyl) glycine hydrazide. A year
lAtor N-(3-trifluoromethylphanyl) glycines'i and its amide were reported in
the littraturn.

The N-phenylglycine esters and hydrazides were conveniontly prepared
by a. two-st.p synthesis. With aniline as a model, Lhe reactions involved Ora
illustrated an follows.
C6H" 2 lCH2COO2_jHLj_ C6 H5 NHCH 2COOC2H5 H2NNH2 C6H5NCH2ONHNH 2

N-Phenylglycine ester N-Phenylglyctne hydrazide



TABLE II. FLUOROPHENYL CARBAMATES

RINC

PQSITONS SUBSTITUENTS

- F-cl CH3 -F

,2-4 F-F Ch3-F

2Z F-F F-CF 3  OCH 3 -F

3-4 F,.F CF3 -F

3CF 3 -CF3

2-3-5 F-Cr!3 -F

2-4-5 F-F-F

By uning a substituted aniline, a wide variation in substitufnts is
possible in the benzenoid nucleus. The anilines were readily converted
to glycine esters in 25 to 50 per cent yields. By heating the asters with
hydrazine in ethanol, the glycine hydrazides were formed. The hydrazidas
react quite readily with acetone to give isopropylidine derivatives.
Some of these derivatives resulted quite accidentally, but were nevertho-
less submitted for screening. Table IV shows the compounds prepared.

C6 H5 NHOrH2CONHNH 2 c C6 145 NICOC1I2CONHN-C (c,13 ) 2
N.Phnylgtycine hydrazide ]sopropyltdtn deriv.

5. Miscellaneous Compounds

Among the mincellannous compoundo tail. havo bhtirn synthoszId enc*
is MurMhtr of floortnattd indolms, a fluorophenvL phonphinic acid, (2-fluoro-

,.hyl) trLmthyt ammonium bromide, and some Nluortnated pyridLne derivativLs.
h. pyridttii: ;ompoulndm were made aval lIAbtt froin s .psrate Survey projecL

:hv IMP nmit lated In Lh mid-1950'.
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TABLE IV. FLUORINATED N-PHENYLGLYCINE ESTERS AND HYDRAZIDRS

RING
POSITIONS SUBSTITUENTS
A. Mono-Substituted Compounds

2 F Cl. Br

3 F Cl Br I CH3  CF3&/

4 F Cl Br CH3  CF3 (eter)

B. D&-Substituted Compounds

2-3 F-Cl Cl-Cl. CH3 -F CH3 -CH3

2-4 F-F Cl-F F-Br Br-F

F-CF 3  C1H3 -CH3

CH3 -CH3

3-4 F-F Cl-F F-CH3 CH3 -Cl CH3-CH3  CF3-F CF3-C.'1/ CF 3-B.-/

Cl-Cl

a. Ester only; acetone derivative of hydraside prepared,

E. SYNTHESES VNDER WAY AND FUTURE PLANS

Plans for the future include (a) the synthesis of new fluorinated type.
of plant growth regulators, and (b) the occasional preparation of other
group combinations in the types of compounds previously discussed.

Attention is being directed to the .luorinatkid derivatives of tho
folLowLng type of growth regulators: 2-methoxyybenzoic acid#, 2-methoxy-
phenylacatic Acids, and ,-methoxyphenyacettc acids.
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VIII. ANSUL SYNTHESIS PROgRAM

P. J, Ehmna,*

A. INTRODUCTION

* Our primary job at Ansul is to make a series ol pentavelent organic

arsenicals called arsinic acids. The general structural formula is:

R - As - OH
if

0

The two organic groups in these arsenicals, which can be the same or
diffaeent, are attached directly to arsenic. Because the element arsenic
is considered a metal, and the organic groups are combined to arsenic by
a carbon-to-arsenic bond, these compounds are called organic-metallicm.

In the series of aruinic acids that we are making, the R group is am
shown in Table 1:

Table 1,

R Methyl * CH3 -
Ethyl C2R 5 -

Propyl. C 3H7 -

Butyl • C0 9 -

• Isopropyl C 113

(1-mothylethyl) CI 3 - H

, Isobutyl CI13

(2-methylpropyl) C H3 C1 C1i. -

In ihi n malio satrtfis of arsini, ac/d 01 L ' grollp 1.0 am 1I41w1 III T Ilv.

* Antul 01 nmlcn Ls Company.
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Table II.

Same alkyl groups am R
Long-chain alkyls, such as amyl, hexyl, heptyl, octyl, tetradecyl, octadocyl,
Unsaturated straight chain, nuch am vinyl, propenyl, butenyl, ellyl, etc.
Alicyclic, such as cyclohexyl and cyclopentyl
Phenyl-mubstituted alkyl, such as

PhCH2 - , PhCH2CH2- , Ph2CH2CH2CH2
Phenyl and phenyl-substituted

RI R'
C C

R" R'

in which R" can be hydrogen, alkyl such as methyl amino, substituted amino,
nitro, hydroxyl, methoxyl, chloro, fluoro and others, and combination$ of
theme.
Pyridyl and substituted pyridyl
Naphthyl and substituted naphthyl
Miscel laneous

With six R groups and fifty to one hundred R' groups, the combinations
that we can produco are from 300 to 600. Unfortunately, many of the R'
group. will be extremely difficult to add to arsenic. Our plans call for
selecting the easier preparations and spending not more than about one man-
week on a preparation that gives difficulties. Therefore, our actual
production for the entire contract is expected to be about 80 arminic acids
and about 50 intermediates. We expect that ten to twenty preparations will
be dropped because of difficulties.

tr the preperation of these arsinic acids we will encounter at least
two classes of intermediates. One clam., the arsonic acids, have the follow-
ing structural formula:

OH

I'R' - An - OH Arconic Acids

0

in which R' is the series of organic groups shown in Table 1ig We will sub-
mit a sample of any arsonic acid that we prepare or purchase, that Fort
Detrick he not already tented.
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'rhi QLhor cta1 of intermediates that wri will oncounLir J,. a .. r Ir,,1 ,,
tr 1v4 Iont orgnnp s rsenLcalk, or wiach thu rot Iowtng r mxaiiiou:

RI As a 0 or R Ati C12
Arsine Oxide Arstma Dilot.)r

In thoe intermediates R' is again thn ueries of organic groups ohown
in 'Table 1. Most of the intermediates are voatile, highly toxic, and not
satrisfactory as herbicides or defoliant. Therefore, only in casuro whore)
thA volatiLity is low will we submit samples for screening.

Our contract began in June 1962 and runs through Septnmber, 1964.
Through June 19(30, 42 preparations were submittiid, two preparations wore
dropped bocauge of difficulties, and nine preparation8 worn in procosm,
Our manpower through June 1963 was two chemists and ono tachnician, On
27 Juno wu added a third chemist and the first wook in August we will,
add a acond tu hintcian.

b. PAST WORK

Ono of thi avotaLable methodn for making thciu.@ ac LdR Is by appl,1 i, tn
of what hits bncomo known as the Meyer R*Action. Thim iR tho formation of
aIka"vtrponatest from sodium arsenite and hatoAlkanea, The originatl work
has hzen much extended by other workers, In particul.tr, Auger ham shown,
initially, how to uso thin reaction to prIparU arltnic aids.

Wm hA V' vtccussfully adapted these procodurog Lo otur ntods And hatve becwn
Kh1, Lo propar,,i A0L of the riported alkylarsonic und nrmlnic aIcids that we
h~v i t r,,d. In Add/tLon, wn have prtpard a numhbr oflow compounds by this

1nithod. The reactions involved in this method Are 8hown in Ohe following
Hiquat 1ons :

As 20 3 + 6NaO[1 . -2 2(061)A (1)

RX + NaOAs (ONa)2 - - RAsO.(ONa)2 + NiX (2)

RAsO.(ONa) 2 + 2RLA - RA-,-) .(OH) 2 + 2 NitA (I

RAI'O. (011)2 + S0.2 ............ - 1AO 4 1i2 S (4)

R'X + NaO.RAsONn, 14,,-) ,.'AT,C . , X

l,H'AsO.ONa 4- IA- -> 1iVA.4'.,I ± No A (7)
dinlkyl
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Uming the above approach, we initially synthesized three arsonic acids
and purchased three others. From these, we have completed 20 arsinic acid
preparations with various combinations of R groups shown in Table I.

C. CURRENT WORK

We are now in the process of completing another group of acids having a
variety of other moieties, theme include:

Table 111.

CH2.CHCH 2 - C6H5 .CH3CH -

n-C 7 H 15 " C 6H5CH2CH2CH2

n-C8H17 - 2-CH3C6 H4 CH2 -

C6H5CH2 - 3-CH 3C6H4CH2

C6H5CH2CH2 - 4-CH3C6H4CH2 -

The Mayer Reaction does not usually work when using haloaromatic compounds
if the halogen is attached to the ring. Haloalkanes will, however, react
with arsonomoaromatic compounds. We are now also completing a group of arsinic
acids in which one organic group is an aromatic ring. The arsenoso materials
are obtained by sulfur dioxide reduction of the numerous arsonic acids that
are available commercially. The aromatic groups include:

Table IV.

4-H 2 N,2-HOC6 H3 - 4-HO C6H4

2-H2NC6 H4 - 4-HO, 3-O2NC6H3

4-H2NC6H4 - 2-02N C6H4

C6H5 - 3-02NC6H4

4-ClC 6H5 - 4-02NC6H4

4-Cl,3-0 2NC6H3 - 3-CH 3CO.NH,4-HOC6H3
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In addition to these preparations there are others that are not. amt ,,ial)l
to the abovo methods, A very valuabla mothod o Yny11i1081iing &VoaLi,
arsonic and araLnic acids has ban devaLopad by Bart., This invol.tv Uli-
reaction or a diazonium salt with an alkali arilto ue p 8how11 1n Lhu fol, l.ow-
in& equation:

RN2 +X- + (NaO)3Ax ---- RAuO 3H2 + NaX + N2 (8)

This procosu can be extended to form diarylarsinic acid, by coupling tho
diaso compound with an aromatic-arsonite.

RN2+X" + (NaO)2AsR' -. R.R'AaO2Na + NaX +N2  (9)

The usefulness of these reactions ham boon shown by Bart and a number of
other workers to be quite great. In our work, we are currently using this
reaction to prepare a number of aromatic arsonic acids. Thase can then be
raduced with aLtIfur dioxide to form the arsenosocompound, This arsonomo-
arena can then be treated with a haloalkan. according to Mayor's Reaction
to form an arylalkylarsinic acid, The aromatic moieties involved in this
group of compounds include the following:

Table V.

I-Naphthyl 2,4,6-trichlorophenyl
2-Naphthyl 2,3,5,6-tetrachtorophany.
2-fluorophanyl 2-methyl-4-fluorophenyl
4-fluorophenyl 2,4-dichlorophenyl

2,4-dichlorobenzyl
4, methoxyphnnyl

vinyl
pyridyl

D. FVUTURE WORK

Wo expect moon to complete all of the proparations outlined above. We
arei now Lo th procass of getting approval for baginning the synthUais of
anothor hundrad or so compounds. Our now prpposal incLudma Many homologuns
and imomors of tIm above compounds, The vsit nijority of the ar~lnic ncids
cont omnpLit.d will contain one R alkylgrouplrum Tablt 1,

In additLion, some pantyl- and hexyl,-containiug compCIurdN arU proposed
a wait as some containing substituted alkyl groups.
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V, PROBLEMS ENCOUTh'RED

L.. Moycr's Rviar.Aicn - Arsonic Acids

This rtiAction isu cuitQ straightforward, Urnmoalkares 8"(A,11 Lo bt, tll('

most practicAl for routinA laboratory use. Chioridos rti.~t uuuujly oly
slowly and with iodides tht-rc is trouhle in isolation hcocausto of the follow-
ing roaction.

RA803112 + 211 .-.-- RAsO + 12 4 2H120 (10)

'This means that iodides must be removed prior to acidification.
However, when the arsonic acid is iniolub'i in water, it is possiblo to
isolate it by precipitation with a calculated Amount of acid,

2. Meye-r's Reaction - Arsinic Acids

'This rcactioll is also straightforward. It is atLanded by 'vmany by-
products. If L1he N [ed is high,' there is not much trouble. Ef th. yinlds
are low, isolation and purification present groat probIcins. The by-product.
arc apparently very similor to the product. Wn hsav unsuccasfully tried
to apply this procedure, using bromocyclopctntano slid hromo ;yddi'e.l'%

3. Bart R'.td*ct ion - Arsionic Acidx

Trhis r.-act Ion. 41 though *friAihtforwa6rd onl papar, priionrts al~l tnf
thle u aus I L r OU 1)1, ; o f o rd ino ry d otz on i Lm roae t I on s. It may be thought of
as an adapLat ion olf tht long fantilliar Sandenieymt Roation. In addition to
this, somt, trotible is tancountormd with doiarsonar ion during 1solation,

4. Sulfur Dioxide Roduction

Thiii pr.,C--dLurV works wtsll with alkei,rrorlc acids ard a numiber of
a rontwt ic Personic ucds. Svm(e of thesti ate pp(-ar v~specially sonsitive
and aither reduce f~rther than the arsenoso. compound or dcarmonctev.

We ao, of course, running into the ~ l probhei of literature
rvaictl onti that do not work for us, In addition Lo thim, wH give oursolvtos
a problt~i.m by t!K4Miln ing oach compound by acI.1't itrimotry Us ing all nuto-
mat ic recording (.1trator and for organic and Inorganic trtvalh nt arsvnic.
Somo-t me-s w' f ind a preparation that agreecs with lit'traturv, c1harhCtcrittC
and ha.s th corrc-ct vle-m.t~ntl A4r.&lyu is, but provesa tO con~aill mare, acida
than wei harga ined fir or rs cons idcrrab, a~ mount of thio arson ic Content1 itu
prehrrt hii rdlC.'.dC form.
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IX. PENNSALT SYNTHESIS I'OG1RAM

Harold J. Miller*

When, a little over a year ago, the Chemical Corps invited proposals

for programs to synthesize and screen candidate defoliants And d*siccAnts,

Pennsalt submitted a quite detailed proposal. The first proposal was used

(and to a somewhat smaller extent is still being used) as a workLng docu-

ment for the selection of compounds. It goes without saying, tharoforn,
that a good deal of planning went into the proposal.

Work was started early in July 1962. A stock of Black Valentine beans

had been built up just previously, so that synthesis, analytical control,
and primary screeoing could be begun nearly simultaneously. Some range-

finding experiments were carried out in the greenhouses until such time as

the analytical pipe line had been filled and an assured flow of chemical
compounds was established. By range-finding experiments, I moan the evalu-
ation on beans of a number of commercial defoliants and herbicido In
various formulations. Results of the extraneous tesLing havi been supplied
to Fort Detrick as unnumbered compounds, since we anticipAted thitt tihe
number would be so small that no special numbering would be required.

Analytical confirmation of structures has been, in tarm of manpower, a

substantiat part of the program. In all but a very few camos, we hava boon

able to supply compounds of firmly established identity. In A very ftw
instances we have supplied samples with some uncertainty AR to structure
with the provision Lhat more detailed analytical work would be carried ou
if the products proved to have a degree of activity warranting continued
interest. Analytical control introduced a necosary lag of ono to two weanku,
raroly more.

The syntheani program has been under the diroction of )r. Popoff nnd

Dr. Smith, who are here with me today. The selection of compounds for
syntihoois, both in our planning phase and subsequently, has buon LO a vO'y
large Cxtent the responsibility of these gentlemenl with the asistanco ot
Mr. William Lea and myself.

it han been our practice to transmit sanplos am n arl.y a possihlo
mii.iuI ta.ously Lo Fort Dotrick and to our own greonhoume ior primary Ncrovn-
lig, and we have shipped samples in weekly lots of 20 to 25 or 30.

Ruporting has ben accomplished primarily by the uSO OF 0ru foilrms.
A N(,w Product Data Shoot forwarded to cover eac11 compound alo with wuokly
shipmeis; a Plant; Response Data Shoot for each compound, providud with t1iu

noiltIhly report; and a Synthesis Report Form describing thO mthod oC mynlLho.-
uIs for each compound, submitted with the quarterly reports. A onminwl11,
di.f,,iEront ly Latd out Plant Response Data Shoot wilt ho used [or rport Lo,
11,pp01110t11L aiy scr.,e IIug ol four woody specios.

SPoiinILIV (12homica.. corporation.
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In order to keep Chemical Corps aware of our program planning and par-
ticularly to enable them to avoid duplicat-ions between contractors, we have
periodically supplied candidate compound lists, indicating the syntheses on
which we proposed to work over the succeeding month or so. In a few in-
stances they have called us off on proposed compounds that they had already
received or expected from other sources, but there appears to have been
surprisingly little overlap,

In no case have we completely fulfilled the plan shown on a candidate
compoutd list, nor should we. Feedback of early screening data is, in our
view, of utmost importance. The directors of the synthesis program see
results in the greenhouse constantly and have been able to take advantage
of these early observations to amend their synthesis programs. In addition,
we meet at trequen: intervals for detailed formal and informal discussions.

During the first contract year we have synthesized, screened, and sub-
mitted 1021 compounds, representing many chemical categories. In addition
to screening at 0.1 pound and 1.0 pound per acre equivalent as requested by
Chemical Corps, we have also screened at 10.0 pound per acre equivalent.
We recognized, of course, that activity disclosed only at this heavy dosage
would be of no direct interest but felt that such low-level activities
should serve to channel further syntheses. This has proved to be the case,
In several instances we have detected activities at this level and have
been able to prepare analogs active at 1.0 or 0.1 pound per acre equivalent.

Taking into account this high dosage, 35 per cent of the compounds pre-
pared have shown some activity, 13.3 per cent were active as defoliants at
the 0.1-pound dose and an additional 13 per cent at the 1.0-pound dose, A
substantial number of the first 750 compounds submitted have been selected
by Chemical Corps for woody plant screening. Of the first 250 compounds
we have supplied additional quantities of 21 for further evaluation,

For our own use in organizing plant response data, we have adopted a
rating system thet enables us to separate compounds of 50 per cent or more
defoliant activity at 0.1 pound, 70 per cent at 1.0, and 90 par cent at
10 pounds. This gives us compact and consolidated information that is
readily usable in the analysis of"structure-activity relationships.

Periodically we tabulate for study the compounds in Lho higher activity
categories, further subdivided by structural categories. Although computer
equipment is available when needed, we have not to date found it necessary
or desirable to employ it in this program, With a much larger number of
compounds we would undoubtedly go to computer techniques.

We have welcomed and found most useful the feedback of data from Dr.
DeRose and Mr. Ray Frank. In general our findings have corresponded very
well in spi :e of the fact that we are employing quite different procadures.
Correspondence has been particularly good on desiccant affects, as should
be expected.
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..1hr 8e1.0c.tton of compounds for screening has buon miaio, ori l num!, Jq
bAsii. includig :

(-C, Compounds rolatid to andothal., und to butynndiol, d<,foll.4nLs,
that were ,)riginared by Pennsalt and that, in Chumicat Corp, ,aigt pro-
cading tLho program, had shown promising results,

(b) Compounds more or less rela.ed to substances having recognLzed
activity oC ono sort or another in plant systems.

(c) l.Uads from Pennualt screening (on cotton),

(d) Compounds for which a hypothetical mode of Activity could be
imagined. I emphasize the word hypothetical.

(e) Some compounds representing novel structur s whose possible
activity in biological systems, insofar as revealed by the literatureo, was
unknown.

Compoundo selocted for synthunis are searched through the lit.erature
(Chemica, Abstracts and Beiltaein) before work is begun. If tho compound
has bean reported, duplication of several given physical propertion is
consider,id adequata to confirm tho identity. If the compound is not known,
sufficiont elemental and spectral analysis to establish identity is carried
out. Analytical data are also obtained on known compounds wharo thct
literaturC Is vague or contradictory, and where new synthetic approachas
are employed.

It may ba of interest to note that roughly one-half of the compounds
synthosiz.od during the contact year were new compositions oC mALtro; that
is, th'iy were unrecorded in the literature,

Pennsialt had, oCl course, some years earlioi, synthosizad a number of
An,,logs and derivatives of andothall for the purpose of establiun th
are.s for pahtont coverage, These coMpOunds had been evaLuaLed by diffornl:
techniques from thoie employed in the present program. Several of tLli morn
activ, of thelsa were resynthesized for screening on Black Valent;ino bonns.
In .2dditclt, partLcularly during the first sOVUral months of tho progra.in, t
mnmuirur (A' addilonal ondothal l analogs wro prup-irdl. Sono of these hayv,
thuwn @ Lgnl.t., ,ant diff renctie from andotha LI tAM011, pr,: umMh ly, 1%wever.
as tLh, r0 -0tnl. CL C dlif furconc 05f1n N p fllt 1.r . toll C[ L td liN Loc I: .hu mudo
1)c . l i t. r,.!m sit.0tL appear irg Lo 11 vory wimiLav., A lt!w compouncim 14,owcrl
proti s,i ol: pi: ,vdIdli Cau tar dafot, Ltt ton Utan disodium andoth, .4].1

A IW s w dotha . analogs named in our orl.gintI l t opoasa.,, or in stihs ' in.- l l.
, t t,. .. luipou ds listsa , have proved vary (llI.0*Lutil.L to J syn t h ,,.Z aild

PO.li! KJecII. i )Inj 0 ofl orL will he expondud oil Llititi ,
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Several yers ago Pennsalt also explored the analogs and deriv.tivos of
butynediol, using cotton as the screening plant. A collection of thosm
compounds was offered to Fort Detrick at that time and thetst wero more
broadly screened, The structural simplicity of the prototypo compnund
nevertheless made this an area of interest and one that we folt had probably

not been thoroughly investigated in other unpublished programs, We nntict-
pated that many of the structures proposed would present synthesis diffi-
culties, as was indeed tho case.

A number of butynediol derivative, and analogs have shown activity at
0.1 pound par acre aquivalent. Some of these accomplish complot, dofoliation
with no desiccation whatever. Indeed, the leaves may appear more turgid
than normal. Their rate of action is, however, slow.

I antn d hu no dscssote *1*-- -- -------- Cre'l Liti

worthwhile to menLion that a number of phosphorus compounds have be#n
included, and that All personnel who may come in contact with thse unknowns
are chtcked onc6 a month for cholincstArase level. Our fourth quarthrly
report classifies compounds for discussion into 39 structural cattgoriei
incLuding a small miscellaneous section that covers those compounds e6ach of
which is a single representative of its class, Since many compounds are
polyfunctional, a considerable number require consideration under two or
even three categories.

I should add that in addition to the thousand-odd compounds synthesized
for the program, we purchased or obtained through private channels about
130 structurally intereNting products that were considered to warrant screon-
ing in their own right, for thu sake of throwing additional light on *truc-
ture-function relationships, if not with the hope of discovering a sLgnifi-
cantly activc compound. These, therefore, were also screened and reported
and samples were numbered and sent to Fort Detrick, These were designated
as purchased compounds and were not considered to fulfill any part of our
contr&ctual oblig4tLons,
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X, ETHYL SYNTHESIS PROGRAM

R. D. Closson*

In discussing our synthesis operations under tho Army DOaolilrnt
Program, I propose to briefly mention pertinent Ethyl background,
review the organization of our defoliant program, discuss our gunornl
approach*@ to the synthesis problems, and summarize the work done to
datj,

F'rom 1947 to 1954, Ethyl Corporation manufactured and inarketed
W., In 1949, we initiated an exploratory program designed to discover
ne~w anricultural chemicals, In this program, the synthesis work was
done at Dutroit and the evaluation work at Boyce Thompson Institute,
During tho, program, we found a number of compounds hnvi.ng high activiity,
peirec'ultnrly in the areas of defoliant. and other plant-growth affectn,
And Ali; ts fungicl, des,

Hwvor it decislon was made in 1954 to stop activity in the
Agrictlutural-chomicnl field, And the explorntory program wns tonninnted.
The discoveries ivoulting from the program were sold to Pittsburgh Coke
and Cheminml Company, which later transferred them to Chemagro. Two
.commercl, chemicals discovered in our program are today being very
sucrisfullv mArkt.eted by Chemagro. These are DEF, which is extensively

used is n cotton defoliant, and Dyrene, which is marketed no a fungicide,

Sinev, most people do not connect Ethyl Corporation with agriculturnI
chamicats, I wanted to point out that we have successful oxperience in
this nron of resuarch.

A. ORGANIZATION OF OUR PRESENT PROGRAM

Figure I shows the formal organization of our present program.

The program In under the over-all direction of Dr. E.B. Rifkin, The
qynthvis portion is conducted at our Detroit Laborntcries under the
,ip.rvil on of Dr. R. D. Closson, with Dr. T. C. Wollonsank reporting to
him lH Pr, loct ThAder, In nddition, the synthesis program 'is qtufrd
with thrt. I!') ,'homtstp who have had considerable ayntheaLs oxpere.enco,
nod they htve f~lvI, ,smNLAtants. The evaluation portion of the progrm I 
.nd:i:wlat oyco Thompson Institute under the direction of Dr. 1, Ir,
PItaI tI. An consultAnts to the program, we hnve Dr. W. C. Hill, D)nn of
the, ,;r diit.l ;chool of Texas A and M, and Dr. G. T. McNvw%, DirecLor of
SBV' Thompson InIti.tutc. Both of these men nrc, well known for thIr

" ,n,'fig worlk on de folitints and other p1nant-growth lCftct-.

* 1',lily :, r 'o r:;,I'l.
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,ulci:tlon of compounds for synthesis 1.8 A cooperatf.ve ope.rarfon
involving evrymne connecLed with the prrm.

Atia ,nenx of discusuing our research approach, 1.e's lu.11( CI
Figure 2 which outlines in a very simplified manner the a p Q Leading
to the dIscovowry of a new defoliant,

1. SELECT COMPOUND FOR STUDY

2. SYNTHESIZE OR OTHERWISE PROCURE A
SAMPLE OF THE COMPOUND

3. SCREEN THE COMPOUND TO ESTABLISH
THAT IT IS A DEFOLIANT

4. DEVELOP THE COMPOUND THROUGH FORMULATION
STUDIES, FIELD TESTS, PROCESS DEVELOPME'NT,
DISSEMINATION STUDIES, AND PRODUCTION

1'igure 2, Steps Leading to Discovery of an
Improved Defol ant for Military Application

Cons dering briefly each of the four steps outlined in Figure 2,
we can ignore Step 4 at present, since it is outside the scope of thin
conference. Step 3, screening of the compound to establish its effec-
tivenes. If certainly of major importance and Lu a very difficult
problem. However, screening and screening procedures are on the pro-
gram for discussion tomorrow. Step 2, synthesis or procurement of the
compound, although requiring appreciable effort, usually does not prosent
a major problem to a mtaff of competent synthenL chemists. However,
Step 1)S l ctLng compounds that will he effective defoliant compoundf,
epraie~ls the major challenge of the program.

F' ,.,re A ,.utlinas the general approachsat we uso !,n oloccLg corn-
p, ,v.I., rr t.,hk d, o i-int program. As I mont f.on-d oor l.l.er, the compoii n.1
.ll'v(te,! r,+r<(,,,'nL the €combilnod thinking riI our co il tt and proje .t

pc r oron- I
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' . FOLLW-UP ON LEADS FROM:

(a) PREVIOUS AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICAL PROGRAM

(b) RECENT SCREENING RESULTS

(c) LITERATURE

(d) IDEAS BASED ON HYPOTHETICAL
MECHANISMS

11. NEW AREA DEVELOPMENT - EXPLORATORY

Figure 3. Basis for Selecting Com-
pounds for Screening

Over the past year, we have supplied 529 compounds for screening, A
broad range of compound types has been repreaenced. Figure 4 lists a numbar
of these compound classes.

ACETYLENES SULF D8S
ALKYLATED AROMATICS SULFONES AND SULFOXIDES
AMIDES AND THIOAMIDES SULFONATES
AMINES AND AMINE OXIDES THIADIAZOLES
HUNTS SALTS THIAZOLES
GARBAMATES THIOCARBAMATES
CARBOXYLIC ACID ESTERS THIOCARBONATES
DTOXALANES THIOLS
ORGANOMETALLICS TRIAZINES
ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS UREAS AND THIOUREAS

Figure 4. Classes of Compounds Screenad

Each of these classes could be broken down further into mubclauues,
as lai been done In Figure 5.
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TIIONATES

R3P 3
R2 P(OR) 3
R(OR)2  1 44 7
RP(SR)2  8 4 3
RP (NR) 6 6 2
RP(SR) OR) 6
RP(NR) (OR) 2
P(OR) 3  9 32 4
P(OR) 2SR 2 1
P(OR)2NR 3 15 9
P (SR) 20R 2 1
P (NR) 20R 1 1
P(SR)3 1 2 5
P(SR)2NR 1 1
P(SR) NR) 2 1
P(NR) 3  2 2 10
PHOSPHAZINES 6
%P +  1( o)2'sf "  12

R102 "2  3

Figure 5. Organophosphorus Compounds Scroned

In Figure 5, th, 222 organophoiphorus compounds screened to dnte nrc,
brokun down on the basis of structural formula, Thu numbers of compounds
of v,-eh structure typo screened are shown there,

In te'rms of numbers of compounds scroenad, the organophosphorus group
Is our linrgest. This is mainly because, at the beginning of the program,
w. had Ol hand mplis of a large number of organophosphorus compounds that
Couid be supplied to the program.

Arranging our screening results by compound typos and studying tho
it:,tlvity results In each group frequently permit. us to dctermine what
sr rv LliraI tvharacter istics arn assoclatod with ohs'rvcd de foliant or
li rhLcfdal nctivity.

Ilowt,vr., T do not muan to imply that progress results solely, or
p chops vven -imunlly, from the systematic approach. This might in.
LuistratvcI by the phosphoramidatns, of which we had tested 22 compounds ,

1l hintlg no activity. One of the chemists still felt that a parttcuLir
plhosphoramidat , was worth testing, since ft was spatlally relatv'd to
:nnl;lher ,' tlw, compound. It was tested and found to ho' active. W- haove

i, v., pire pittr-d th rc-, more compounds in this cl nsa, two of which have shown
a(' tiv I I: V
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B. GENERAL SLUMhMARY OF PROGRAM

During the past yenr, we have submitted 529 compounds for screening. The
sources of thame compounds were!

(a) 393 compounds were synthesized for the project,
(b) 82 organophosphoruu compounds available from other InhorAtory

programs were supplied to the program at no coot,
() 54 nompounds from miscellaneous sources were obtnined AN

samples, purchased, etc.

Although T doubt that we have yet uncovered the compound or compounds
that will find application, I think the screening results obtained to date
are generally encouraging. Approximately 35 of the compounds submitted to
primary 6(reening have shown nn appreciable degree of activity on bean
seedlings. Vise data have indicated a number of chemical areas for further
invustigaition. Wv also were encouraged by some of the results of vecondary
s'reening, in which the more active compounds were screened on four tree
upe:'ie.. Two of our compounds caused total defoliation of two of the tree
spe -,es & five pounds per acre and very extensive defoliation At one pound
per acre.

In conclusion I want to thank Dr. Minarik, Dr,.Brown, Dr. Dnrrow, Dr.,
Robinson, and Dr. DeRose for their cooperation and guidance,



XI. MONSANTO SYNTHESIS 'ROGRAM

Stanley D, Koch*

In picking compounds as candidate defoliants, we have choonn from thro
main groups: (a) relatives of known defoliants and herhicidos, (h) Monsanto
Chemical C-ormny hot leads, and (c) a rational screen of novel compounds
not likely to have been tested previously for defoliant activity.

We have not put much effort on the first group. We have fOLt that thts
industry has exhaustively examined esters and analogs of 2, 4-D and the
other well-known commercial products, and that our chances of success in
this area were small, Where we have chosen relatives of the known compounds,
their activity hAs not exceeded that of the commercial product,

Monsanto Chemical Company hot leads have provided us with one excellent
group, the quaternary ammonium iodides. Since these compounds are dinclosed
by issued patents, I feel uble to mention them by name to this group. .
will discuss the activity of some of these compounds in detail in tomorrow's
talk, In addition to these compounds, there are thre other hot loads that
have alrmady been approved for synthesis by the Army. These compounds are
now being made and we expect to have the results from some of them in the
coming quarter (ending 30 September).

Most of the compounds we have suggested have fallen into the category of
our rational screen, We feel that this emphasis is proper, in yielding thn
grdatest chance !3f making a breakthrough to a new type of effctivu com-
pound. To date, this screen has given us three load. Two are motalorganicii,
with different metal atoms. The third is an organic sulfur compound. Iomo-
logs of these leads are being put into the system, and we expect to bo able
to test many more relatives in the coming quarter.

It in hard to know what the word "rational" means Iii thn phrant.i "ra'iolui
sar,',w." Our List of candidate compounds is made up of the contrihutionx
from all of our chemists, and I edit their suggestions, sometimes tactfully
trying to convince them not to offer some banal chemical function. Tho
caRt of the three leads that have emerged from our rational scrnn is In-
utrLictivo: The first metalorganic was one of t l argo group .iggostod hy
,e! Of our les xparienced chemists. I folt that ho wan overdoing this
particular grotp, and after he had suggosted 30 or 40 with this p&t1"lcullor
,not.al central atom, I instructed him to stop, and move on to 8omc othor
liitid of organic chemistry. The following day the scronitng restiILtS on th,
Vory activ, member arrived. This compound is the most active comlpotitd w,
hawv had all year in the primary screen, and shows high activity agailnHm
NOvtiral, woody species as well.

hi Mni'anto Rasearchm Corporation.
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Another chomist, this one with long exporo,,nce, d'vided to tjuggs a
group of compounds chosen from a cabinet of chemicals he had in hiL lab.
Since h exmrcised "rational" choice in picking them, I reluctantly dv,';Ld,,d
to lmt them go through. There was immediate adverst, crimmfnt fr.,m Uht t other
oxperivnced profemsionals, who feLt that the list hAd bnon cheapctned and
that this nonsona was sure to make us look foolieh to the project monitor,
Soon the information come back that one member of that group, anothior metal-
organic, had be-in previously scre,,ned by Monsanto ChemicA Company, and we
an actLve defoliant (75 to 100 poer cent at six pounds per acrt). This
clam has not bepn rt.ported active in thm public litlarature.

The third active Iead, the sulfur compound, was thu one exAmple that had
sneaked through when other homologs had bAen consciously ab4rdormd for fear
they would be unstable to hydrolymis. It is quite, possible, of c,.ursc, that
this active compound is Also hydrolyzed, and that the. ac:tivity comes from
tht products of" the hydrolysin. In any event, ed itlig out tht homologx in
an effort to mAke. our list more rational was again the wrong thing to do,

ot spite oi all. thts, wo still attempt rationally to choos. compounds
to suggest 4s c.ndidato d(ifoliantx,

Our procedure for making our lists of candidates is as follows:
Compounds arb- sugg&-sted by all senior professionals, and occasionally by the
younger men. They are instructed to examine their candidates and reject
thoso that arm unsuitable because of expected toxicity to mammals, vola-
tility, or instability. After editing in Boston, the list is sent to
Monsanto's Samplm Record and Control, in St. Louis, Sample Record and
Contr,31 is an operatLon that controls and records (as the name suggsts)
almost all of th. samples prepared in the entir., Monsanto organization, in-
cluding submidtario,*. The central feature is a computer system that is also
able to handle convvntional organic structural formulas. At Sample Record
and Control, our candidate list is checked against the large five-digit

numbor of sampl,4m Monsanro hap already scr-mntd for herhicidn and defoliant
action. 11' a compound is found to have been t"sted on MonsAnto's proprietary
screen, it is dropped from our test list, so as to avoid neAdless duplication
but if activ,, its structure is noted, and homologs arci oubmitted so as to
introduce this activity into the contract program, About throo por cant of
the compounds on our lists hav been rejuctod becaue. of this typ- if
duplication.

Tho cutlld list is then sent to the Army for approvl , Our exptirience
ta that the Army has rejor,:tod about one pi'-r cont of th, compounds wt- havo
uuggcsta d, presumbly becauso )f duplication with compounds they havwm tvatred,
or which wrY,~j ~~ by othc~r contractorm,
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Synthesis is carried out in our laboratorius in Boston &od D yt.con, Ohio.
About 20 per cent of the work has bean done in Dayton, My authorLy LN
delegated to three senior professionals in Boston and one in Dayton wlho do
the day-to-day bench supervision of the synthesis. Each chumist unually
has the full-time use of a laboratory assistant, and the exclusive usu of:
one hood.

Syntheses are carried out at the quality level required for work reported
in the Journal of Organic Chemistry. Elemental analyses and structure proor
arc required for new compounds, and no compound is submitted unless it has
been unequivocally characterized, Although high purity is sought, it is
recognized that this is a screening program. Where further purification is
not justified or practical, impure samples have been submitted with tha
degree of purity carefully noted.

We ship samples to the Army weekly, and have shipped 757 in nbout seven
months. This extrapolates to a rate of 1335 per year. Of this number,
about ten per cent were purchased, or acquired without synthesis. Ironically,
so far these h&ve proved to be more active, because they usually roprosant
feedback from screening results or Monsantp Chemical Company data,

We hope to be able to maintain this quantitative level of production,
and that the number of active compounds will rapidly increase AN wO got
more feedback from screening result.



X11. PREPARATiON OF NEW ARSINIC ACIDS AND ESTEBS

M.E. Chiddlix*

Genernl Aniline has been screening now organic compounds for ue 1
herhicides for a number of years. Our Lntecrest in the present contract
work was twofold. First, we had found a number of bioLogicalty active
groups in the course of our herbicidal screening, and, secondly, we hAd
in the company a man with an unusual background of experience in arsenic
chemistry, Dr. J.F. Morgan. Dr. Morgan worked with Prof, Hamilton dt
Nebraska during the war on organic arsenicals, and is co-author of the
chapter in "Organlc Reactions" on the Bart Reaction for the Prpurlition
of Aromatic Arsonic and Arsinic Acids.

In Figure I, there are listed two very effective defoiatL , cacodylic
acid (dlimethyl. arsinic acid) and butynedlol, The first, as you know, hal
been found to ho an effective defoliant, and the gentlemon from Ansul have
doscrIbed some variations on its structure, which they are under contrnct
to prepare. The second compound, butynediol., is manufactured by GAF.
Unfortunotely, Ltt excellent defoliant proportLus wore discovarud by
Penna [t And not by OAF.

Introduc, ion

CH.4 As - OH HOCIH2C X CCH 20!
l3/

Cacodylic A id Butodiol

Propoad

Ax - O,
R0

Figurt, I. PrepAration of Now ArRinic Acids and Enters,

In our conLracL work, we propose to vary the A lkyl groups of Cho n :rIiih,
ac 14s through the Incorporation of biologically actiw groupH, part ,n r v
those containLng trl, le bonds and related to butynediol. Othor nctv, sih-
.t tt(n-1 t to htli used will be tllumtrated 1itor.

* (mo r ii I An Ii n(. & Fi lm Corporation.
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The methods for the preparation of these arminic acids will be demcrih ed.
In viguro 2 are shown the reactions for the preparation of alkyl arsLnic
acds and their intermediates. In the first-step, sodium arsanite is
treated with an alkyl halide, preferably a bvomide in the Mayor Reaction,
to produce alkyl arsonic acid salts. In tht second step, thee gsL ts
reduced with sulfur dioxide in hydrochloric acid solution to product alkyl
dichloroarainos. This intermediate is than converted with caustic to the
disodium nlkyl arsonite: If this compound is than alkylated again with
another alkyl halide, dialkylarsinic acids are produced. This is an
extension of the Meyer Reaction.

Al_ Intermediate s

1) AW(ONa) 3 + RX R LxAO(ONa)2  (Meyer Reaction)

2) RAsO(ONa) 2 + HCI + SO2  -4 RACi 2

3) RAsC 2 + NaOll - RAu(ONa)2

Alkyl Arsnic Acids

4) RAs(ONa) 2 + R' X - R'(

R AmO 2 Na (Meyer Reaction)

Figure 2. Preparation of Arsinic Acids

In Figure 3 are shown the reactions for the preparation of aromatic
arsinic acids. In the first reaction, sodium arsenite is treated with
benzene diazonium chloride to produce a phenyl arsonic acid salt by the
Bart Reaction. This can then be reduced in the same way as the alkyl
derivatives to form phenyl dichlnroarsine and neutralized to form the
disodium phenyl arsonite. There are two ways to prepare arsinic acids
containing one aryl group. In Reaction 4, an alkyl halide can be used to
alkylato the phenyl arsonite producing an alkyl phenyl arsinic acid,
Another method is tllustrated in Reaction 5, in which an alkyl arsonite
is treated with an aromatic dtazonium chloride (Bart Reaction). If R
Im n:rontic, n mixed dicromatlc arsinic acid can be produced.

il PAurc 4, a number of the proposed variations on dlalkyl arsinic
ac.Ids are 11H utrated. R, is a lower alkyl such as methyl, ethyl, propyl,
or butyl. R2 Ls a more active substituent such as propargyl, butynyl,
Ihydroxylbutynyl , or chlorohutynyl. R2 can also he ntlyl, hydroxyothyl,
mi 2''(2..pyrrolt dinon- I-yl)othyl.
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Aryl Interme.diates

1) As(ONS) 3 + C6HSN2C1 -"4 C6H5A$O(ONa)2 (Bi~rt Ra&icLlon)

2) C6 5ABO(ONa)2 + HCI. + 8O2 -4- C6H5AuCl 2

3) C6H5ANC1 2 + NaOH -4 C6H5Au(ONa) 2

Aryl Arsinic Acids

4) C6H5AuONa) 2 + RX -4 C6H5(R)ANO2Na

5) RAm(ON&)2 + 02N-C6H4N2Cl --4 02N-C6H4-AsO2NA

R (Bart RoiactLon)

Figure 3. Preparation of Arsinic Acidn

N A s OH RI m Lowr Alkyl

R2/ RZ2 * -CH2C 1 C - R

-CH2CH - CH2

-CM 2CH2OM

-CH 2 C 2 (J

R3 H, CH 3 ) C1U2C1 CH2 0H

Figure 4. Proposed Now Aliphatic Arminic Acids

In Fiur ')P mo specific examples of theseA variattfons tire gtivo
No, I LH L110 propargyl. mothyl arsinic acid, which can he propared through
iLie Meyer Renction with propargyl bromide. No. 2 io tho hydroxyhtityiil
chloroet-hyl arotnic acid prepared from the bromohydrin shown. No. '3 h-I
a hydroxypropylbutyl arsinic acid from propylene oxio. No. 4 L 1 aIlIylI
Methyl nrsInle acild from allyl bromide, and No. 5 is n difunctionni arsIniV
iild fron) the react ion of two moles of sodiuIm methyl Ar-80on~ 1111id one 110 I

OF tht d I hromoiiteno . Some additional example s aro Rhown In FG ,iirc 6.
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1, HC 7 Cciy t.,:C,3')A O2H from HC = CCH 2Br

2) HOCH 2C m CCX2('CICH 2CM2)AsO 2H from HOCH 2C ,v CCH 2Br

0
3') CH3CHOMCH2C.,Hg)AsO2R from CH3CHCh 2

4) CH2 ,, ChC CH3 )As0 21 from CH2 * CHCH 2 Br

5) R02AsCf13 'CR.C,4 CHCR 2 (C13 )ASO 2H from BrCH 2CH a CHCH 2Br

Figure 5. Examples of A iphatic ArAtnic Acid@

1) HOC 2CI42 0CH 2C42(C4H9)A O2H trom HOCH 2CH2OCH 2CH2Br

2) HOAS H CH2" AsO 2H from (ClCH2CH

2)102 C 2 H CCH 2  (C 2 6H -)2

8H2CH2(C2H5 )As0 2H from CH2CH2CI

Figure 6. Examples of Aliphatic Arsinic A 'ds

The vnriations proposed with aromatic arstnic acid$ are shown in Figure 7.
R, will be a lower alkyl group and the other substituent a substituted
bhnzene where R2 may be chioro, nitro, mothoxy or sulfonamide. The work
on chloro aud nitro substtotents will he emphasized,

RL -, Lower AlkylA, -'.- OR
R - 1 ,'ii2C C - RR 2 I 2

..CI42CH a CH2

..) 2C,.2OH

R2  C', ,02 ,  'H30 , ,-S02NI12

R3 ' U, C(.131 C12" I , CH2OH

[oFir" P'ropoed New Arotn lLIc ArEinlc Acids
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Some specific examples of aromatic arsinic acids nro shown in Figur,: H.,
Chlorophenyl propargyl arsinic acid in to be prepared from proparpyi. broiIiI(dt,.
Allyl p-nitrophenyl aruinic acid will be prepared from the alyl atrsonit'a
through the Bart Reaction. No. 3p 2-mothoxy-4-nitrophanyl arsinLc acid, can
ba prepared from the butyl arsonite, and No. 40 2-hydroxyethyi.-o-chiorolphenyI
arinic acid, from ethyleuechlorohydrin using the Mayor Reaction.

1) 02AOH from HC CCH 2Br

ci 'H 2C UCH

2) 02N ~A102H from 02N /().N2 +Clr
8H2CH CH2

3) 02N AsO 2H from 02N N 2+Cl

9 C 09  O2 - O~.CH
CH30 OCH3

0 0
4) aOM2H from OlCH 2CH2OH or CH2CH2

C 4H2CH2OH

Figure 8. Examples of Aromatic Arsinic Acids,

Since our contract work just started on July 1, 1963, very tew con-,
pounds have been prepared thus far, hut Figure 9 shown five lntormodltILV8
that Pre being prepared at the present time, They are the ethyl, ph.nyl,
allyl, hiityl, and 2-chloroethyl arsonic acids,
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1'.) C2H45AmO 3 l42

2) C6 145ANO 3 M2

3) CV12 Is C14CM12AO312

4' C4 119AtO3H2

5, C Ic~l2 Cr2A#O3 42

Fi1 tire 9. Intormcidiatas Being Prepared.
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XIII. CROPS DIVISION SCREENING PROGRAM

Edward L. Robinson*

The basic goal of our program haro at Fort Detrick is a rapid-acting
defoliant capable of use in vegetational types throughout tila world, Such
a defoliant may have the capability of rapid defoliation of tropical or
temperate vegetation with subsequent recovery, or it may cause the plants
to die following initial defoliation. True defoliants or desiccants would
fit the first category; systemic or growth regulant harbicides would be
examples of the second type.

My discussion of the defoliation program will be a general summary of
research at Fort Detrick, Details of test procedures and results will be
explained by other speakers, Mr, Ray Frank and Mr, Demaroe. We hope that
our presentation will stimulate discussion on how to improve our program,
It is possible that changes in screening procedures such as the use of
different plant species or techniques may be desirable. Your comments and
questions or the program will be appreciated in the interests of improve-
ment t

As most of you know, I am relatively new in the program here. Am a new-
comer, I have ben greatly impressed at the interest shown in the defoliation
program at this meeting. We feel that, with the level of research effort
given to defoliation in the program at Fort Detrick, a mubstantial contribu-
tion can be made not only from the standpoint of military use, but in agri-
cultural application.. Through the synthesis and screening program, now
potential herbicides and chemicals of specific value in agriculturo may be
discovered.

The initial stop in the research program in defoliation at Fort Detrick
consists of synthesis of new chemicals -- candida. - d.folianti, de.9iccant.i,
or herbicides, Synthesis effort is conducted under contract with several
major chemical companies, In the larger contracts, a screening program is
carried out by the contractor on 14-day-old Black Valentino heauN and on
melected woody species in close liaison with the Chomical Branch personnel
at Fort Detrick. Under other contracts, tc', synthesized chemicals atru aib-
miLtv-d directly to Fort Detrick for initial mcreening.

It should bh emphasized that full consideration i given to sourc(!s
other than govornment synthesis contracts for candidate defoliaLts. C I ol
scrutiny is given list@ of new chemicals received by the Industrial iaion
Off Lct (ILO) at Edgewood Arsenal for a chemical with possihlo defolint.
ctivity. Large numbers of these chemicals from many industrial ,,onr'co.

are uvaluated for horbicidal and defoliant activity in otr fcruc :,r'g
program.

* U.S. Army Btological Laboratories.
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All chein.,mlas that are rocoivvd by the Crops Division from synthrh,,is,
1LO, or other soutcos are subjected to a primary screning program under
the dimction of Dr. DeRose. Thia s reeninq is conducLod on ont-wuck-old
plants using vix plant species, four broadleaf species And two griissu,
Thei activity of each chemical is rated on a sck,&e of one to four on each
sp,tcies for a maximum rating of t.-r)ty-four points. Chcmicals are applied
in a:,,eone solutions at rates of 0.1 and 1.0 pound per acre. RaLings are
nado over a perLod of two w.sks.

he noxt oeirp in the defoliation screening program involves tests on
14.dev-old Black Valontine beans at similar application raten. Chemicls
test,,d in this program include those with an activity rating of ten or more
in the primary scerowning program on six plant spocie.. All chomicals show-
ing activity in screening programs conducted by contractors aro- tested at
Fort Detrick. Details and rosults of thes,, t&st will be described by the
next speakor, Mr. Ray Fraftk.

2homicala that exhibit moderate or extreme activity in dofoliant or con-
tacr acti')n on 14-day-old Black Valentine beans aro then mubjecLved to i0c-
ondary scr*ening on six or eight woody species in greenhouso testo. Plants
u d includks two- to throe-year-old transplants of conifers and hardwoods,
DtfolLatlon or contact activity is evaluated on all woody specins over a
pArtod of 21 days. Plants are normally rttained for longer periods to
determine ultimate lethal or recovery effects of tratmnt. This type of
secondary screening has been conducted in-house on newly synthouized chemi-
cals. Six hundrotd chemicals that showod defoliant or herbicidal activity
in earlier reqsarch at Fort Detrick were evaluated on woody specifts under
contr4Ct..

ChemLcls selected on the basis of activity in the gr...nhouse tests on
woody sptci a Are then carried forward to fL'ld scronning trials. A sub-
oc uent wpaker, Mr. Demartte, will report on thts phase of the 1963 program.

r this phq,, w, are currently developing # nursery of *fIectod woody
UpcC It's .

[,A ftral tsitp in the testing progroin would in\,vw "pplication on 0
fid,.saV- program on native vegteation using sirplane dlturimintUion
tui L,.nr. We rt, hopoful that, thEx propram cn bo cr r,-d out r so vtra L
I'-: v mT,, "0pr. - t' tii. lye of rajor v gLl t'1ru I yp,-8 01 t:h world. r'uthr-
ror-, fON' 1u 1 Ll,,n1S Fnd mIx LursA of ;homirnis will be, vo' li,-td at vartLouS

r-L-,V)1111-4, .111d Oi f gopp'llecition ie o lhais for 40ValCblon and

at~de'dL
4 ~ ~~' t . dfr L~~t&% A~iabieC P
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XIV, DEFOLIATION SCRENING PROGRAM

J. Ray Frank*

The compounds reviewed in our defoliation scroening program come
from many sources. One of the main sources in the laottwo yearg is
from the companies represented here today in the chemical synthesis
program. The Industrial Liaison Program provides an additionnl sourco
of compounds originating from many chemical companies. Wo also receivo
compounds from many private companies am parts of unsolicittd proposals,
from individuals who dra working in other areas of chemical synthesis,
and from organimations with many different types of screuning programs,
The combined results of all these programs should have the potontial to
produce effective candidate defolianti, herbicides, and/or target markers,

A. INTRODUCTORY SCREENING

Compounds from all sources are assigned a Fort Detrick accession
number and are given an introductory screening by Dr. DeRose. He evalu-
ates the compounds on seven-day-old plants on six crop opecies. Compounds
are rated on a numerical basis, with 24 points equaling a perfect score,
Results are submitted to the defoliation screening group, and all active
compounds with a numerical rating of ten or Above are then tested by this
group. Compounds that indicate activity in the screening program@ of
individual contractors are also tested. Thus, any differences in the
rusults of the two programs due to formulation or greenhouse technique
may be resolved. We have noticed in our tests that formulation has been
a factor in some situations; therefore, all compounds showing activity in
preliminary tests are further evaluated.

B. PRIMARY DEFOLIATION SCREENING

In our primary defoliant program we use 14-day-old Black Valentine
bean seedlings. At this aeO, plants have primary leaves, with one fully
expanded trifolitlate leaf and the second trlfoliolate well-formed. The
plants are placed in a clear plastic @pray cabinet In tn aroa mensuring
one-third of a yard square. A glass spray ntomizcr is held above the
plants and the compound is sprayed uniformly over the nrea at rates of
0.1 and 1.0 pound per acre.

We nre soacching for a rapid-acting defoliant that will cause hbci.-
slon of nil I haves on any woody or herbaceous plant. The goal of' our
program is to find that defoliant, but we also atre investigating desiccnntr,
hcrhicides, and target-marking chemicals. Earlier, it was mentioned that
trllutyl phosphate could serve an a target markor; 3-tnillno- 1,2,4-trinzolt.

* '.S. Army Biological Laboratories.
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could also serve in this capacity because of the unusual folinge color
exhibited after treatment.

Defoliant activity is measured as slight, moderate, and extreme.
On this basil sllight is 1 to 25 per cent moderate is 26 to 75 per cent, and
extreme 76 to 100 per cent.

Because we are investigating compounds that cause an extreme response,
we evaluate only those compounds in the secondary screening program that
indicate a degree of defoliation or kill the plants within 14 days. This
brings up the question, "What is a defoliant?" Commercially, many compounds
known as defoliant& are not defoliants, but desiccants. In my tests, a
compound is an active defoliant if the leaves abscies from a plant without
the aid of any mechanical force such as hitting,

Approximately 1600 compounds have been examined since July 1961, and
the results entered in a Remington-Rand computer system. Of these 1600
compounds; 100 showed defoliant activity and 300 exhibited herbicidal affects
in the primary defoliation screening.

C. SECONDARY SCREENING

All compounds showing defoliant or herbicidal activity in the primary
defoliation screening Are evaluated in A secondary screening program involv-
ing woody plants. Well-established two- to three-year-old seedlings of Norway
spruce, Canadian hemlock, Chinese elm, black locust, Norway maple, pin
oak, Scotch pine, and California privet are treated under greenhouse
conditions at one, five, and ten pounds per acre. With this selection of species
and rates we feel that we are able to evaluate the activity of the compound.
Sme. species are easily damaged, for example, black locust and Chinese elm.
Frequently, oak and California privet show litt.e damage from chemical
sprays, but the one species that is leant affected is the Scotch pine,

We Are in the elementary stages of the secondary screening program, but
to dttA we hotve tmxted about 300 of the 400 compounds that are active an
defoliants and/or herbicides, We do not have any final results to give you
today, hut this iniormation should be forthcoming in the near future. Our
general obaervavions at this time indicate that very few compounds will
defoliate all eight species and inhibit future leaf growth, Because of the
possibility of regrowth, we keep our trees as long after treatment as green-
house 4phtce allows, approximately 90 days.

Perhaps ' hhou'id mention i few of the main groups of compounds that
we havu investigated. The:.; grc-ps are not in any particular order and
the limt does not ,over all of trom. As you know, the inorganics have
buen uted am detoliants and desiccants in the past. In this group we
lHnd Lht ,hloraes and thiocyanates, many of which have been inc'Lded in
• vir st:r-_-.Anfng prograrn.. nr; Finger mentioned the fluorine compounds; we
hav s.,reened a large number of this group. Benzoic acids have always
f3und i p~ace In thv group of effective growth regulators. Many urea
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compounds have beon investigated, The orgnnomrtnllic compounds :hrit wc.r,.
discused here yesterday, such as tinp lead, mnorcury, ailver, sv1inlini, tind
quite A few others, have been tested. The carhmntoo have been choicked
extgnlve ly,

Acetic acids of various typos, such as trichloroacatic acid (TCA) and
various phenoxy compounds, have been tasted, The phenoxy compounds have
been screened from herbicidal, anticrop, and defoliant standpoints, We
have tasted butoxy ethyl, n-butyl, and iso-butyl eaters of 2,4-D and
2,4,5-T on seedling trees with 32 of the most active defoliant@ that pro-
duced defoliation in previous screening programs. In this particular
test, the results indicated the butyl esters were more active than the
butoxy ethyl esters,

Compounds containing phosphorus have been investigated extensively,
Interest in this group was initiated because of the presence of a number
of commercial compounds such as DEF, Folex, and tributyl phosphate, The
arseni-.a'l group has been investigated in connection with cacodylic acid,
The diols have been checked extensively because of the activity of butyne
1,4-diol. The endothal group is being investigated extensively; momo of
the new forms are of interest to us,

I should point out that we are indebted to Mr. Mornoweck, Mr. Hall,
and Mr. Buschmann, who deserve much credit for their work in this program,



XV. PENNSALT SCREENING PROGRAM

Harold J. Miller*

To begin with, our contract and, I think, the other industrial contracts

as well, called for synthesis and primary screening only, Initially the

screening was to be carried out on Black Valentine beans; currently the
program includes supplementary screening on a variety of woody plants. The

methods to be used in the primary screening were rather clearly indicated
in the original invitation for proposals, that is, as to age of plants and
duration of observations. We have followed thus procedures vry closely,
with the addition of a ten-pound dosage rate.

in view of the Chemical Corps goal, we waer at first inclined o question
the desirability of a three-week obervation period, but we have found that,
with some structural categories, this extended observation period is most
significant. The continuous use of control plants assures us that, under
our greenhouse conditions, little or no normal loaf drop occurs nvr the
thrue-week period and that it can be differentiated from induced defoliation.
There arm, of course, some questionable caues. We do now fool, however,
that as in the high dosage, a third week of observation is dosirable, to
disclose minor effects that may be turned to advantage through additional
syntheses.

We feel that the primary scroening, particularly as supplamented by the
mix-crop screening, the confirmatory screening on beans, and the supple-
mentary screening on woody species, provides an excellent chAracturizatton
of the compounds tested; it does, that is, what a screening is expected to
do. For the purpose of saying "no further interest" or'bontinuing intorost,"
we believe that the holes in the screen are about the right size, hut we
must not forgot the inherent limitation* of a screening program.

Our contracts, then, have stipulated screening, and we could have com-
plied with their legal requirements by conducting this screening in the
simploat ponxLble yes-or-no terms. We should not, however, have hen doLng
thm hst possible Job for the Chemical Corps without excnding tho torms
of our nvn]lotion somewhat,

Frrst, wo have felt that it was emsential to adopt n numbor of Lype
tiormutaLLionN salected on the basis of the structure, soluhilitius, and
occasionally the reactivity of the particular compounds to bo tostod.
Thoso formulaLions include:

(a) Solutions in water including, when appropriat,, th adlditol
of acid or base to form water-soluble salts.

1'.,nnsIt ChemLcats Corporation.
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(b) Dispersions in water mde by ball-millLng, sometimas Including
tho addition of a surfactant to aid dispcreion, or a colloidal susponsion
stabiLier.

(c) Solutions in water and water-miocible solvent, eg. alcohol,
acetone, or diacetone alcohol.

(d) Solutions in xylene, subsequently emulifiLed in water with the
aid of a non-ionic Purfactant.

(e) Solutions in active solvent with subsequent dilutions in the
same non-phytotoxic solvent. (A variety of solvents including butyl
Callosolve, dimethylformamide and cyclohexanone can be used as solvents in
quantities as high a 90 pounds per acre equivalent with no significant
phytotoxic effects.

(f) Solutions in active solvent subsequently dilutpd with non-
phytotoxic oil.

One can offer objection to the use of a variety of Aormulations, since
compounds are thus evaluated in variable terms, We think that this is not
very important in a screAning program. In particular, when it is desired
to make immediate use of the response data for further synthesis planning,
we feel it is important to disclose by formulating expedients whatever
activity the compound under Lest may possell.

in addition to the thoughtful selection of an initial formulation, we
very often screen in two or more formulations, reporting these to the
Chemical Corps by means of additional plant response data sheets bearing
the code number followed by A, B, etc, It is usual to observe differences
in plant responses evoked by differwna formulations, and on mafin df-
ferences of an order or more are observed.

In general wo proer the use of solution formulations to emulsion formu-
lations, although the latter are undeniably convenient, We employ bAll-
milled suspensions in water only when it is unfeasible to use another type
of formuLntion, We 11ke to avoid the use of straight scAtone formulations
because under our conditions much of the volvvnt may be lost in the spray
application and somc of the dosaeq may rmach the lK~vob in dry particulate
form, which done not Pvmn make good contact. We 8void in gn rpli th, use
of disp-rqions made by dissolving thw compound in water-minscible sol.vent
and pr.ocipitokirg bv diutin in wor, know we ftbol that thse may tend
to give irrmgutar dipg.

W. nMw. Rom.-timMN us., other formulating expodionts much *b edditton of
an iinloxld~rt ir 'tdjuerrn~nt of pH~.
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A few additional screenings have been run on combinations of ci¢lvc,
agents where there was reason to hope for a synergistic effect,

Other than the variables that have been introduced through formulation,
we have carried out a limited number of extra tests differing from the
standard screening.

To preclude any possibility of traces of material being deposited on

the soil and made available for root absorption, we have sometimes shielded
the oil, In a few cases we have elevated temperatures above the normal
greenhouse environment. In soma casme we have shielded terminal growth

during spraying to observe possible upward translocation.

All observed plant repponses are noted and reported, including abscission,
desiccation, chlorsis, deformation, plant kill, and effects on trifoliate
growth.

Supplementary screening has now been begun on two broad-leafed deciduous

trees, Chinese elm and Norway maple, and on two broad-leafed evergreens,
English laurel and Euonymou. Two dosages only are used, one pound and
five pounds per acre equivalent, and observations are continuted for four
weeks. As above, all responses are recorded. Plant spacimens arm dis-
carded after a single use.

About ten per cent of the compounds that we have submitted appear to
warrant this broader spectrum re-evaluation.

Am is to be expected, performance on these test plantu is quite different
from that on beans; the maple and, in particular, the elm respond to many of
the same compounds, whereas the broad-leafed evergreens are quite resistant
to defoliation.

All of us here who have been connected in any way with scrnoming pro-

grams are well aware of their limitationx, and the comments thar. I am about
to makm have no great originality.

A screening program that depends on random compound. uch an might he

amlected from a collection of chemical catalog, in a purely hit-or-mias

fashion must depend on luck to be successful. A ooinowhac higher percentago
of active compounds can be expected from a acroning program thaL can impOsO
thoughtful solection on a large enough colluction of random compounds, oven
if those making the selection must admit to a constdorhtlo uncertainty as
to mechanism of the desired action. Further, an important increase in the
number of hits is to be expected from collections of compounds made for the
screening program, for here the selector is not limited to immediately
avaitablm compounds and can draw on whatever knowtedgel he may have as to
mechanisms, or more or loss remote analogion, or on (God-givven intuition.
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Now, if there can be a faedback of screening data followed by further
directed mynthosis, another gain should be scored and we hve wAr more than
luck to rely on.

Chemical Corps has depended on Its contractors to bring some masure of
sophistication to bear on the selection of compounds, if not specific knowl-
edgo of the mechanism of defoliation, at last broad familiarity with the
chemistry of pLant-growth modifying compounds.

Tho principal limitation of a screening program like ours is that it
gives a measure of final, grossly obomrvabla OffecL, but no innight whatever
into the nature of the separate physiological and biochemLcal events that
culminated in that effect. We cannot avoid the view that a successful
defoliant must do three things. In simplest terms it must get into the
leaf, it must move some distance, it must, cause defoliation. The final
effect may presumably takm place diroctly or indirectly. Th.t is, the com-
pound may nmrve in its own right to activate the abscission area or it may
trigger a chain of evonts on the molecular lvMl that ultimately results in
damage to this cell comnmunity, or altornatively perhaps, accelerats normal
events to a normal conclusion. .I am, of course, sptculating.

We have all observed that leaf depiccatLon by chemicalm is often a very
rapid process. It can sometimes be obmcrved within an hour of application,
One can guess that in such cases the effect is direct rather than via a
triggered chain. Translocation is presumably not nocssary and is probably
more or less inhibited by the desiccation. On the other hand, defoliation
unaccompanied by d.siccation usually involves a lag p"Hrod, during which
various subtle evonts must be taking place.

Much valuablt work has been done and is being done to improve our under-
standing of the phenomena of natural and Induced leaf abscission. Tha
problem has not, however, attractd the massive effort that. has bein brought
to bhar on other plart.growth control probl.ems, We Atncarmry hope that the
currint program may ,ngender greater efforts to elucidate the naturn of the
processes involved, from tho points of viow of both the plant physiologist
and thv plant biochemist,
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XVI, ETHYL SCREENING PROCEDURES

J.C. Wollensak*

Dr. Closson discussed the synthesis phase of Ethyl Corporation's
defoliant program, and now I plan to tell you something of the screening
procedures that are being used to evaluate the potential defoliants.

The screening portion of this contract is being handled by the
Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research in Yonkers, New York.

Dr. George McNew has been Managing Director of Boyce Thompson Institute
for more than 12 years and has been An over-all charge; during this time,
of many screening programs for determining defoliant; herbicid-11 growth-
regulationo and other plant effects of chemical compounds.

The personnel at the Institute are currently evaluating agricultural
chemicals for three industrial sponsors. These screening studies are
backed up by the Institute's fundamental studies on the metabolism of
herbicides and the mode of action of fungicides. In recent years,
experimental studies have been conducted on the mechanism of abscission,
both natural and induced, on maple trees and cotton plants, The object
of this work has been to determine'the difference in abscission processes
between different plants. These defoliation studies were under the direction
of Dr. Plaisted; who is also directing the screening Activity under the
present contract,

In the several-year period up to 1953, an extensive screening program
on agricultural chemicals was conducted at Boyce Thompson Institute under
the sponsorship of Ethyl Corporation. This program; which involved
screening chemicals for defoliant actic and other agricultural activ vty,
Included primary studies on bean plants, secondary tests on cotton, and
field toots on cotton. Dr. Closson has already mentioned the thiophosphate
defoliant, now commercially known as DEF, which was onc,4®,f the results of this
work, Dr. Plaisted was in charge of defoliant testing during the major
portion of this agricultural chemical program. Dr. Plaithed has conducted
research or, the biochomLcal changes accompanying abrisotion, on free
,nucleotides in plants, and on relative phytotoxicity of LriaZina horbicidus
and plhnt metabolism of these compounds.

During thv early phases of the prosent defoliant screening program
being conductud under Army contract, a number of changes were made in the
primary screening procedure. These changes were worked out jointly by
Dr. PlI ited at Boyce Thompson Institute and by people at Ethyl and the
Army Biological Laboratories. We were attempting to devise a convenient

7- Ihy I 'or pora t Ion.
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and efficient screen that would identify the greatest number of compounds
having defoliant activity and, at the same time, indicate the relative
effectiveness of the compounds on a species less susceptible to chemical
defoliation. We also desired a primary screening procedure different enough
from that conducted under Dr. DeRose at the Army Biological Laboratories
to provide a maximum of information on each compound, with some overlap
to check uniformity of techniques.

Table I shows the primary screening procedure that evolved early in
the program, which we are presently using. Two formulations of the compound
to be screened are made up in water, one at a concentration of four
milligrams per milliliter and the other at a concentration of 0.4 milligram
per milliliter, To each of these solutions is added 0.04 per cent of the
wetting agent Triton X-155. The compound also is formulated in acetone at
a concentration of four milligrams per milliliter, with the same concentration
of Triton X-155. Twelve milliliters of formulation sprayed on one-third
of a square yard is equivalent to one pound per acre of the compound at the
high concentration and one-tenth of a pound of the compound at the low
concentration.

TABLE 1. PRIMARY SCREENING PROCEDURE

CONCENTRATION,
-PECIES Pound Per ac=

PRIV'ET, 8 to 12 inches WATER 1.0 AND 0.1
ACETONE 1.0

BLArCK WATER 1.0 AND 0.1
VALENTINE ACETONE 1.0
BEAN, 14-Day

Four plants are placed in a plastic enclosure with a floor area of one-
third of a square yard. Then they are sprayed by atomizing, through the
top of the spray chamber, each concentration of the formulated chemical.
The spray chamber and spray guns are essentially indentical to those used at
the Army Biological Laboratories by Mr. Frank. The three formulations,
two in water and one in acetone, are each sprayed on two 8- to 12-inch privet
plants and on two 14-day-old Black Valentine bean seedlings. In all, a
total of 12 plants are used in the primary screening of each compound. The
choice of these two species lies partially in the fact that the bean seedling
is relatively easy to defoliate chemically; defoliation of the privet is



considerably more difficult. Compounds that are phytotoxic to prLvet or

cAuse foliar Abscission of privet most often result in more severe doinlge

to the bean seedlings,

The effect of the chemical treatment on the plants is obuorvod in the
greenhouse after about 3, 8, and 14 days, Abecislion is recorded in the
case of bean seedlings, as a percentage of both primary and ac€ondiry
leaves abscised. Abscission of privet is recorded as nono light,
medium, severe, or total. Those plants that show toxic symptoms cnused
by the chemical are rated on a scale ranging from zero for no dange
to eleven for dead leaf. Each experiment is terminated at the end of
14 days, since the chance. are slight of chemical defoliation or other
effect# occurring 14 days after application.

As mentioned, the primary screning procedure went through a number
of stages of evolution early in the program, before the procedure depicted
on the slide was used. At first, bean plants were treated only with a
low and a high water formulation. Compound. insoluble in water were
formulated in a variety of solvents, including acetone, acetone-ethanol,
and NON-dimethylformamide. It soon became evident, however, that the
solvent had an effect on plant response. Therefore, screening in two
different solvents, water and acetone, was undertaken. Nearly all of the
compounds that have been screened are soluble in one or both of those
solvents. The final change that was made in the screening procedure was
substitution of privet plants for half of the bean plants in the primary
screening of each compound.

The effect of solvent on plant response is shown in Table It.

TABLE I1. 'PRIMARY SCT T' NTNC RESULTS ON
O,O- ITS (2-ETHYLHEXYL)CADMIUM IHOSPIORODlTIITOATIO

r (CH3CH2CH2CH2 tifO2) S" SlCd
"-CH3I ,12

so!vE! ACI OF BEAN PLANT, WIRTTINC ACENT RI,0U11T
_ _ _ _ _ _ AFTIR

14 DAYS

P- / AL/
WATIR 1t Triton X-115 1 86
ACER'ONIE 14 31
ACKTON1" 7 " 71,9

WATIR 7 Triton X-155 De ath
WAT,1I 7 Twoon-20 No ,,ffvct

' I. l'hvtotoxiclty on n Calh of I to 11.
h1, Ir c,,nt of primary ]Ive N nhwc imc'd,
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The compound under test, O,O-bis(2-athylhexyl)cadmium phosphorodithioatc,
was prepared soma years ago for a proprietary program of Ethyl Corporation,
The compound was tested early in this program on bean seedlings.

It showed interesting activity in the primary screening program, but
disappointing results in the secondary screening. This compound does illustrate,
though, the effect some of the screening variables may have. In the last
column of the table, "P" is phytotoxicity rated on a scale of 0 to 11, and
"A" is per cent of primary leaves abacised. Formulation of the compound in
water and application to 14-day-old bean plants at a rate of one pound per acre
resulted in abscission of 86 per cant of the primary leaves as shown in the
first line. The substitution of acetone for water in this test resulted
in only 31 per cent abscission. The second and third lines indicate that
the age of the bean seedling was in important factor in our primary screening
procedure. The younger plant in this test is considerably more susceptible
to chemically induced defoliation. The Army results shown in the last two
lines indicate that the wetting agent also can have A considerable affect
on vcreening results. It is generally recognized that the age of a plant
is an important factor in its suscuptibility to chemical defoliation,
However, the reasons for variation in defoliant activity with solvent and
wetting agent are not completely clear.

it appears that greenhouse conditions also can affect screening results,
Figure 1 shows the results obtained with the commercial cotton defoliant
DEF, which is used as a check during each series of tots. These abscission
data are averages for each month, with three to eight determinations being
made per month. The per cent of defoliation in this figure is a measure of
the abscission of both primary and secondary leaves. Only the primary
leaves are treated with the defoliant, and the secondary leaves emerge during
the two-week observation period. The percentage of primary leaf abscission
is gr@iear than these figures by a factor of about two. Here, it can be soon
that effectiveneas of the compound decreases during the winter lonths. Thi-
offe-.-L may bo due to any of a number of greenhouue conditions, including
temperature, amount of light, or amount of moisture. A second control is
now being used in addition to DEP for comparison with the other data. We
c.annot say that the solvent, the wetting agent, or the environment will effect
all dcf-MAant@ or herbicides in the same way. but they are factors that we
hvtw -onsidered in the primary screening program.

'Th- ii:condary screening procedure is shown in Table .
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501 1 1 1 1 ,
Rate: 1 lb/acre

//
V, 401

Acetone
0 in., Formulation
_-30-

02o 20-
c 0
0 0

0

o 10-

a Water Formulation o

S0 N D J F M I

MO.
FLvurc I. VnrLt i~ ns Un Plant Rosl ip Lo DF V.

TABLE 11I. SECONDARY SCREENING PROCEDURE

FORMULATIONS: WATER AND ACETONE

CONCENTRATIONS: 1 AND 5 LB/ACRE

SPECIES: PIN OAK
AMERICAN ELM
EUONYMUS
BOXWOOD
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Forty compounds that showed high activity in tho primary screening
program and ware representative of all tha activa classes of compounds
yet discoverwd were placed in the secondary ncreenLng program. The
same general procedure wa used as in the primary ucreaning. We have
found that a number of the chemical compounds subjected to secondary
screening ef ectively defoliate or desiccate at least one of the four
speciap. A few compounds cause severe damage to the leaves of two or
more species.

Finally, a summary of the over-all primary screening results in whown
in Table IV.

TABLE IV. PRIMARY SCREENING RESULTS

COMPOUNDS WITH PHYTOTOXICItTY RATINGS
OF 8 TO 11 OR ABSCISS1ON RATINGS OF 25 PER CENT OR MORE 122

COMPOUNDS WITH PHYTOTOXICITY RATINGS OF

4 TO 7 OR ABSCISSION RATLNGS OF 15 TO 24.9 PER CENT 71

REMAINING COMPOUNDS 297

TOTAL 490

Of the 529 compounds subjected to primary defoliant screening, reauilw
ore available on 490. One hundred and twenty-two compounds showed a
phytotoxicity rating of at leat 8 or had an absciailon rating of 25 per
cent or more. Seventy-one additional compounds had a phytotoxicity rating
of 4 to 7 or an abactssLon rating of 15 to 24.9 per cant. The remaining
297 compounds showed loas activity. These percentages also mst be
multiplied by two to give the per cent abscisston of the primary leaves
that were actually ,prayed.

We observe these result optimistically and bhliovo ClOaL the loads
uncovorod maty eventually lead to a defoliant or herbLcide that will be
useful for lungle applLcotion.
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XVII. MONSANTO SCREENING PROGRAM

itanley D. Koch*

Monsanto Research Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of Monsanto
Chemical Company. Our greenhouse screening program on this contract is
carried out under subcontract to our parent, in this case the Agricultural
Rosearch Laboratory of Monsanto Chemical Company in St. LouLm.

Screening results are obtained and correlated automatically by Sample
Record and Control, described in yesterday's talk.

The screening procedure on Black Valentine beans is as follows.
Bean plants are grown in disposable pots, first four to : pot, then
thinned to two. When the plants have one mature trifoliate and one
partially opened trifoliate they are treated with the test compound,
applied as a spray from a DeVilbis atomizer under controlled pressure.
The compound is formulated either as a solvent-emulmified solution, a
wettabLOe powder formulation, or an aqueous solution with a wetting agent.
The plants are placed in a greenhouse at 700 to 90P and oboerved for
defoliation, desiccation, or other abnormality, for two weeks. The
env{ronment in the greenhouse is kept free of insects and fungi.

Species represented in our primary and secondary screenings are
shown in Table I.

TABLE I . PRIMARY SCREENING

Black Valentint Bean 0.1 and 1,0 1h/r ,.
Soybean 10.0
Apple Seedling 10.0

SECONDARY SCREENING

Maple
E lm
Pin Oak all Lit 5, 3, 1, and
Privet lb/acre
Euonymus
Boxwood
1hex

* Moi-%anto Regenrch Corporation.
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A few more active compounds are also being tested on live oak in
the secondary screening. Compounds in the secondary screening are
initially tested at five pounds per acre. If active, they are tested
successively at one, three, and one-fourth pound per acre,

Table I1 shows the form of reporting used for the data on our
primary screening.

TABLE 1I

5 3500 (on organomsotlllo)

RATE UCROPS RE 
REMARKS

SPECIES VARIETY

0% All. 10 DAYS
BEAN BLACK 0.1 4 I 4 0 %ASS. 14 DAYS

VALENTINE

110 1 4 4 SEVERE DES, 3 DAYS
ASS, I0 DAYS

DES, I DAY
SOYBEAN CLARK 100 I 4 4 ASS. 6 DAYS

KILL IN S DAYS

SEVERE DES, 6 u;,',S
APPLE SEEDLING 10.0 4 4 4

KILL IN 10 DAYS

This example, B35005, is the first organometallic referred to in
ye4terday's talk.

The one group of compounds I wish to mention by name today is the
quaternary ammonium Lodides, Many of these compounds are oxtremely
active n!inst the woody species. So far, five have been found n be
active against more than one woody mpecios nt the low rate of one pound
per acre (Table III).

TABLE III. DEFOLIANTS ACTIVE AGAINST MORE THAN ONE
WOODY SPECIES AT ONE POUND PER ACRE

B35175 phenyltriothylmmonum iodide
B35188 (2-hydroxytrirethylene)hbis(trimehylammontim iodide)
A35436 2-methyl.mercap to-4,5-dihydroimidazole hydrolodide
A35477 3-n-dodecyl.ita aolidine-2-thlone hydroiodido
A35878 prnpionylcholinc iodide.
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The remults against elm and privet of theme five iodides are shown
in Figures I and 2.

75 f B35180 A 35878

A 3543 067

50 - /A 35477

~25

ELM

I lb/acre

0 4 a 12 14 DAYS

Figuro 1. Reaction of Elm to Fivo TocdI.dcS.
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A 35436

75 - A 35477

A 35979

50- 835188

25 PRIVET

I Wbars

0
r 4 a 12 14 DAYS

Fi urv 2, IcncLio Or P 'LvcL L( Ivu Todidvs,

it can bo soon that the defoliation activity is roughly or the same
order of magnitude for all five compounds. In those two figures the
most active compound i. Ahow!! aS a heavier line.

At the higher rate or three pounds per acre, 1-methyl-4-picollnium
iodidv,, number B35191, ti active agninut rour woody species, as is Phown
in Figure 3.
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100 ELM

EUONYMUS
75-

PRIVET

~50 PIN OAK

PICOLINIUM IODIDE

011
O 4 e 12 14 DAYS

I'tgtirc 3. Dotolianti Acttvo Agii~nis rouir W0ndV 4110CIVIS
nt Tliroo PoundA llor Acro,
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Four iodides are active against only three woody species tt throe
pounds per acre. They arc shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. DEFOLIANTS ACTIVE AGAINST THREE WOODY SPECIES

AT THREE POUNDS PER ACRE

lmn Oak Priyt Eu onvmup

B35150 diethyldimothylammonium X X X
iodide

B35175 phenyltriethyla~mnonium X X X
iodide

B35477 3-n-dodecylthi azolidine- 55%, X X
2-thione hydrolodide I day

B35678 propionylchol.ina iodide 601,, X X
I day

Finally,. want to show another six quaternary anmonium iodid. that
are active against two woody species at three pounds per acre (Tabla V).

TABLE V. DEFOLIANTS ACTIVE AGAINST TWO WOODY SPECIES

AT THREE POUNDS PER ACRE

Lirn iya. Euonvyup

B35079 (2-furfurylcarbamoylethyl)diethylmethyl- X X
ammonium iodide

B35171 benzyltriethylammonium iodide X X
B35193 4-E cyano(hydroximino)i..tyl] - 30%, X

1-mothylpyridinium iodide I day
A35436 2-mothylmrcapto-4,5-dihydroimidoz.ol X X

hydroiodide
A35479 3-methylthiarolidine-2-thione 45%, X

hydroiodide 1 day
A35879 valorylcholino iodide 35%, X

I day

BCSLdes Lhc qtunternnry nmmonium iodides mentioned here, other nctive
defoliants are being disclosed to the Army and we hope to have more
classes Ln the comig quarter.
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XVIII. FIELD TESTING PROGRAM

Kenneth Demaree*

The screening program is carried out in three phases. Dr. Robinson
and Mr. Frank discussed the first two phases: primary screening of new
chemicals sprayed on 14-day-old Black Valentine beano at 0.1 and 1.0 pound
per acre, and secondary screening of the most promising chemicals sprayed
on seedling trees in the greenhouse at one, five, and ten pounds par acre.
The trees chosen for the experiments are maple, spruce, pine, locust,
privet, pin oak, hemlock, and elm.

The third phase consists of field screening. Compounds that show the
most activity are applied at rates of five and 10 pounds per acre to in-
diganous trees 10 to 15 feet tall in wooded areas. This year we sprayed
108 trees consisting of six genera - ash, elm, locust, red maple, northern
red oak, and chestnut oak. A number of compounds used for this test were
Tordon, 2, 4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), Diquat, and Zndothal, and
each compound was then combined with Tordon. Because the trees were spread
out over a considerable area and the terrain was very rough in xpots, we
used three-gallon tank sprayers with a 20-foot hose and a 9-foot stainless
steel wand. On the end of the wand is a 20-inch boom with three No. 2
Whirljot nossles. The compounds were carefully weighed to the desired
rates in the laboratory and then poured into the tank sprayer with just
enough water to cover a tree, The sprayers were outfitted with pressure
gauges no that each tree could be sprayed at 30 pounds' pressure. Spraying
is done from a large tank truck so that the spray is directed down on the
foliago to more closely simulate aerial spraying.

Compounds were applied on 11, and 12 July. Readings will be taken at
wqkly intarvals until the s of September, then at Pix mnmtht ;-nd one
year after spraying.

We also have another area at Fort Meade, Maryland. This area will be
used to answer the question "At what rate are certain compounds effective
if not effective at five or ten pounds per acre?" In this area, vogetation
consists of scrub pine, maples, oaks, American chestnut, sweet gum, tulip
poplar, qiiaking aspen, and vaccinium. It was marked off in plots and all
v*egLation was sprayed, Compounds used were hutynadiol, Folex, and
caco4iLc acid. These were chosen because of their availability in various
Nt gIng AroAm around the world. They were applied at rates of 10, 25p 40,
5, 70, 8, and 100 pounds per acre, Data will be taken at weaekly intervals

1tp to .n wiilek after spraying and again the following spring and summer.

* U.S. Army Miological Laboratories.
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We have a nursery at Fort Detrick consisting, at presant, of abouL 1800
trees, and plans for another 18,000 to 20,000 treeu to be planted this fall
in blocks. The sp tdcs now in the nursery are dogwood, maple, pine, spruce,
hemlock, bald cypress, and oak. We will reserve ecma blocks so that wo can
spray trees that are 10 to 12 years old. A logarithmic sprayer will bo used
on some plot. to determine the minimum amount necessary for complete kill.

Next year we plan w~ go into aerial application of sprayo, using heli-
copter. We have seen some of the work of Tennessee Valley Authority along
their power lines. We expect to write contracts with TVA, Georgia Power
Company, or one of the larger brush control companies to use their equipment,
their labor, and our newer promising compounds. We would like to find sub-
tropical areas in the Everglades of Florida or bayous of Louisiana that are
similar to vegetation found in the tropical areas of the world,
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XIX. CONTROL AND DEFOLIATION OF rROPICAL AND SU11TROPICAL VEGTA'rI.ON*

Dayton L. Klinman**

Date,: Request for cooperative work was transmitted to is January 30,
1963. Work initiated April 1, 1963.

Place,: Work will be done on tropical veaetation in Puerto Rico and on
subtropical vegetation at College Station, Texas.

Species: Work will be done on species that are hard to kill by herbicides
commonly used for brush control such as 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D,
Species will also represent different families.

In Texas, major work will be done on:

Common name Genus & species Family

Yaupon Ilax vomitoria Holly
Winged alm Ulmus alata Elm
White brush Aloyia lyLiodae Verbena
Live oak Quercus virainisna Beech
Huiuache Acacia farnesiana Legume
Oreenbriar Smilax qp, Smilax
McCartney Rosa bracteata Rose

'In Puerto Rico speciem that are hard to kill and that are

important in Lropical regions will be chosen for work.

Nature of Research:

I. Eva luatu new chemicals and mixtures of chemicals for brul control
and d0folLaLion, utilizing:

a. Natural tands of brush species
1). Nurs.ry plantings
c. Urtonhous_*-grown plants

2. Dovm op tiquipment, techniques, and prIlkiplrN for improvod ipplicn-
Lion tcchriquo_4,

a, Study mechanism of spray formation in gas streams:

Uo smIlt wind tunner and c l.oNs-up ulLra-high-spuud
motion pictures to record spray droplet formation.

In cooporat Ion with Advanced Rosearrh Pro.joctm Agency, DOD, the 'I'txni
Agri cill. iiro I ,Uxpor ment Station, Cotlege Station, ToxaN and the r,rn
Exportlm-uit -iat ion, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.

** US, D,..p'ir tm n I f A . '~u Ituro.
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b. Study effects of particle sit" and makeup on deposition ,of
sprays on foliage. Use tri:',r tochr.iqucs.

c. Develop equipment for applying htrbicides to imall plots in
a manner that will simulate expected #trial appltcqtLon
techniques.

3. Determine effects of environment on defoliation and kLllirg £.ctivity
of different herbicides.

4. Determine the moot effective dosage, volume, formulation, and times
of application.

5. Investigate methods of improving absorption, trarslocation, snd
4ctivity of herbicides; study nature of action of selectpd herbicides
in woody plants; related physiological studies.

Personnol;

Ir addition to Drs. Howard Morton and Robert Meyr, who were &Lrltody
conducting rAsearch on brush control at College Station, Texas, wo will
have three weed scientists and an %gricultural engineer in Texas *nd two
weed scientists and an agricultural engineer at Puerto Ri':o.

College Station, Texas;

1. Howard Morton and Robert Meyer assumed temporsry responsibility
for initiating the project.

2. Dr. Morris G. Merkle joined our staff on July 1, 1963.

3. Frank S. Davis will bt transferred from N, braska to eixcs in
January.

4. Vac4ncy plant physiologist.

5. Vacarcy - agricultural engineer.

MAyague:, Puerto Rico:

1. Dr. Clyde C. Dowler, 'ransLorred from Whttvill(., North Carorlne
to Puerto Rico, April 15.

2. Dr. Fr-.d H. rschirley, trensf..rred from T:ucson, ArLzona to
Put-rto Rico, Junc 11.

3. Robert McCalmort, Agricultural Engiri:y, will tranif.or from
Boltsvillo, Maryland to Puerto Rico, September 15.
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- ProjireuI :

College Station) Texas:

1. Seventy five acrom of land sat aside for our use for a woody
plant nursery by the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,

a. Irrigation water in available, and irrigation pipa was

delivered June 10.
b. Transplanting was done the week of June 17. Plans call

for planting each species in a separate block, Each
block will contain 168 plants. The plants will be #paced
four feet apart in rows eight feet apart. There will be
42 rows per block and an might-foot alley between blocks.
The arrangement of plants provide@ a four-plant grouping
that should facilitate treatment.

Transplanted: 1320 mesquite plants
504 live oak
1008 winged elm
336 McCartney rose

2, Eighty-acre tract near Cartoo, Texas has been leased,

A. Has good *tand of yaupon) winged elm, and oak.
b, Area war fenced and prepared lor experimental treatments.

Area was divided into 60- by 200-f ot lands with 12-foot
alleys. The outside 22 feat will ba sprayed (22- by 200-
foot plots), leaving 16 fect for buffer strip between
treatments,

3. Forty-three acres near Victoria, TaxAO, hae running live o4k.

Laas4 is being prepared. The site will he fenced and staked
and treaLtments are scheduled for late July,

4. Forty- hree acres at Llano, Texas, covered with white brush
is being leased and also will be prepared for treatments.

5. Further exploration is being made for suitable sites for
res# arch on huuiache, greenbriar, running live oak, white
brush and other brush.

6. A 3/4-ton pickup to he ukid for mounting a 3-soction road-
side sprAy boom was delivered June 20. It should he ready to
put Lrt atmt sn in the fiel.d by mid-July.

7. A plastic greenhouso was finished in June (on othor funds).
Plans aro being rmadied for constructlon of a 30- by 40-foot

tlnTpo,r1 ry. ,nsuIlatmd, ,err-conditionad metal huilding Lo be
omad a a fimld lahor}tory. In addition, two fiber-gtans
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greenhouses are to be, erected adjacent to the plastic gril-Hiuir,

8. Office, and laboratory spacp is botig provided for our pcrzonel
in the new Plant Science Building and in the Agricultural
Enginetring Building at Texas A & M. Also, thh Taexs Apriculturql
EKperLment Station has provided warehouso ares, about 50 by 50
feet, to be used for shop machinery and stora,!u.

Mayagutz, Puerto Rico:

1. We had no work underway in Puerto Rico, therefore, Dr. W. B,
Ennis, Jr. and I spent tho week of March 3 there and at St.
Croix to establish cooperativA relations with plpropriste
authorities.

2. Drs. Ischirl,.y and Dowler of the Crops Protection Resterch
Branch met Drs. Williams and Smith of the New Crops Rosearch
Branch in Puerto Rico during April 14-27, 1963. They spent
most of the two weeks becoming familt4r with possible sites
for reofu#,rch and the species available and dveloping a
classification grouping of important species for consideration
in developing research plans. They met Mr. Frank Wadsworth
and others of th. U.S. Forest Service; Dr. Woodbury, botanist
and Dr. Roque, Director of the Puerto Rico Experiment Sration;
Dr. Benjamin Seda, Director of Commonwealth Forestv; and Joc
Miguel Garcia, Assimt.nt Scretary cf Agriculture. All gave
help and expressed wl.111ngncas to cooperate.

3. One site on the Luquillo National Forest (rain forest) has been
silected for experiments, others will be selectod on the Maricao
and Guanica Commonwealth Forests. Initially, soil*applied
herbicides will be evaluated on these forests that differ in
soil types and range in rainfall from 25 to more th#n 100 inches
snnu.4Ily. Foliage spraying wTll hewv to be done initilly on
private lends. It is expected thet necessary land can b&
t,'a.sed.. Finding sitms where fiol,.ge spraying cs.n be done is a
difficult problem.

~ tons-,Beltsville. arland:

Ar ir.rdlepth Ult,,r&ture survey on the botcny of Snuthe-at AoI4 hal bven
in t i*t.- d. '1ht! to prturquisite to all. prement .diy studies on th... tg tait-
tion f that qr , . rd LN not, to our knowledg-, bi.ing und,.rtsken else-,,ht-re.Ir 4dditL.on. & list haa been comp!ad of a'll. genera of P ttrdojey

and their 41 t11 ) ard 1permhto2phts - (veod plnts) krowr. to occur in thI
,,' rribbeon Im r.dtH. . A similar list will b,- preporz d f-r Southc*.vt Asi..
"ht... list& will prol.idr a %Larting point for constd-r.it ion of -'l n'm.rts
comment, to the two -tStons in dw.-loping guidi,,linew for tL,. ulo.ctLon of
plants and alt% 'e for herbicide teting,
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Coordination wLth Resarch Activitlis Conducted by Ft. Detrick under ARI'A
Order:

Several meetings of ARS and Ft. Detrick personnel have been hcld Lo
exchange Lnformation and to facilitate coordinAtion of the cooperative
work sponsored by ARPA. These meetings have been fruitful and will be
continued.

Conclumion:

We believe good progress ha. bnen made on this project. We beliave
such concentrated research efforts will pay off in new findings in the
area of brush control.
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XX. TORDON HERBICIDE FOR VEGETATION CONTROL

Mark 0, Wiltle*

A. INTRODUCTION

Tho Dow Chemical Company has been actively involved in evaluating
chemicals for plant-growth control since the late 1930'o. Research labora-
tories involved in plant-growth control projects have been located at Seal
Beach and PL:tsburg, California, Lake Jackson, Texas and Midland, Michigan.
Projects involving synthosL and @creening of chemicals are conducted at
these locations, If a compound shows sufficient activity to be considered
for further evaluations for plant-growth control in the field, plot& are
established at fietd research stations, which are located at Davis. California,
Greenville, Mississippi, and Midland, Michigan. An extensive woody plant
nursery is used in research evaluation of potential new products. When com-
pounds continue to show promise in field research plots, experiments are
conducted in many different locations to incorporate various apnctos of
wends and woody plants growing under different soil and rainfall conditions.
Only a f.,w compounds survive this rigorous screening and are introduced
to rnsAarch agencies outside of our Company.

Tordon - Dow'P trademark for 4-amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic acid -

has tindmrgona extensive research evaluation and has recently been released
outpidi of otir Company. It is a highly active herbicide and plant-growth
rngulAtor. It shows considerable promise for control of many woody plant
NpOcti( CIA lip Lo now have been a problem to control, At relatively low
ratois oCl application, its growth-regulating affect is evident in stimulation
of thv growLh of tuegraa , thm growth of beans, and the rooting of hibiscus
cuttLngy. Othir growth-regulatLng propertlas have also been observed in
l imttad s tudt,11 WiLh Tordon.

In ,' ,,-inlni r,stp, Tordon prved to be very active for the control of
many hroadl, vvd pLants, Rates Av low as ono-half ounc6 par acr" in Coliage
sprays hAvo controlled such weed$ AN lambsquarter, wild buckwhoat, and pig-
wend and havr. <Lt.d crop plants such an trimatoeas, soyboAn, And pnanuts.
Tordon tsA ppAi ont~ly rapidly absorlbd Lhrough leavis of planL1 and trnn-
lo4tAtd 11n,1191ouL t; id pl nto |in n vorv shorL tima, Tordon is ai.mo ruldL ly
t k,in in by plAnt. roots, MONL hroAdloAvd planits er' suoscptible to Tordon,
howo%,-r, the 8rapuca U, h~va consi ddrable tolerance to Tordon and some
spi,., s t.!,4..'ki AppLication* of one to 2 pounds piar acr', However, on
iwny plAnts, '.L'ordon herbicide is .ny times morn active than phenoxy com-
pounds such .s 2,4-D and 2,4,,5-T. Most grasses are tolornnt of rates of
To'rdon thai. wil kill broadleavd plants.

* Tll )ow tlcmca Compsny.

Best Available CopeI
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In tarly evaluation tests, Tordon herbicide appeared to be very active
on several woody plants as leaf-stem sprays and soil troeatments.

B. LEAF-STEM SPRAYS

A preliminary study was conducted on two-year-old plants growing in one-
gallon cans. A wetting spray was applied to the leaves and stems of the
plants, using approximately 200 gallons per acre of spray solution, Table I
givns the per cent top-kill when observed 22 weeks after treatment.

TABLE I. PER CENT TOP-KILL 22 WEEKS FOLLOWING LEAFt-STEM SPRAYS
WITH TORDON AND 204,5-T

Tordon 2,4,5-T
3/4 lb. 1V lb. 3 lb. l lb.

Plant Species aehg.* aehg. aehg. aehg.

Prunu ilicifolia 100 100 100 98
Rhamnue californica 100 100 100 33
Ceanothus thyraiflorus i00 100 100 100
Quercus azrifolia 78 100 100 20
Sai 2 M. 100 100 100 78
Rosa c=itfornica 100 100 100 48
Pinus coulteril ... 83 100 45
Pinus radiata --- 72 100 2
Pinus halevensis --- 100 100 10
Pinus canariensis --- 22 68 8

* Acid equivalent/lO0 gallons

Leaf-atem sprays were applied with sprayers in many experiments to evalu-
ato "he effect of Tordon on brush species in the United States and Caribbean
arnt. All of theso experiments were evaluated at the end of the first grow-
ing season and, with several species, results were determined at the end of
the avcond growing ieaion. In a test conducted in Michigan, Tordon at one-
half pound por 100 galLons gave complete top-kill without remprouting of
wild red cherry (Prunus pensylvanica L.), willow (Salix app.), silver maple
(Acer d.,charinum I.), quaking aspen (Populus tramuloides Michx.), 0astcirn
cottinwood (Poj deltoides Bartr) and paper birch (Betula papyrifera
Marah.) wh.-n tivaluated a year following treatment. White ash (Fraxinus
me.rLcoa L.) was not effectively controlled with Tordon at one-half pound

pt'r 100 gallonm.
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Experimentm conducted in Miaissippi tndicated that Tordlon nt tnt, proi
per 100 al1ons wia more effective than 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D .t four poiLiiCM
per 100 gnllons on a number of woody plants when evalunted the sccond ',rowlng
season. 'rhe following specie were effectively controlled with Tordon tit
one pound per 100 gallons in these experiments: rod bud (CercLi canaoidnlLs
L.), poion ivy (Rhus radicans L.), dewberry (bu.bjj app.), red vine (runnichi,
cirrhosa Bank), sweet gum (Liguidamber Styrtciflu L,.), and s isofra
(Snaoafrns albidum (Nutt.) Nees).

In other tests, Tordon controlled with sprays several species that
normally tire not effectively controlled with sprays of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-,r.
Most contferous specle. were very susceptible, Table II gives the summary
of control rAtings mmde a minimum of five months after treating of some
coniferous species included in these expertrtnt.,

TABLE II. SUMMARY OF RESPONSE OF SEVERAL CONIFERS SPRAYED
WITH LEAF-STIM SPRAYS OF TORDON AND ESTERON 245 O.S. /

Average Control Rating (O-0)bk/
Esteron

Tordon 245 O,.

1/2 lb. I lb. 4 lb.
Common Name Scientific Name aehg, Aohg. aehg,

Spruce Picea alauca O 10 5
(Moench) Voms

ia18a1 Fir Abie baleamea 10 9 4.5
(L.) Mill.

Whitu Cedar ThuiJ occidental i, L. 10 -3

Loblolly Pine PLnup S!L L. 7. 10 1,5
Short L af. Pine Pinus echinta Mill. 6.5 10 2

Slath Pine, Pinus caribasa 10 10 9.5
More let

Red Cedar Juniperum - 10 -

virgininnA L,
Long tA,(f Pine Pinu australi - 8

Michx.
Vlrginin Pine Pinus virsiniana 10 -1

Grou nd ,itnipor Juniperus 8 10 1
derreasa Pursh.

White Pinf, PLnus _trobus L. 2 8,5 2

A. lteron 245 O.S. contains four pounds per gallon of 2,4,5-trichloro-
phonox'y icetic ncid an the propylene glycol butyl ether ester. Esteron
1h i, registered triidemark of The Dow Chemical Company.

h. Control R1,tings (0 - no effect, 10 w complete kill).
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Some species of conifers appear to be more tolerant than others; howaver,
all conifers are more susceptible to Tordon than to 2,4,5-T,

The maple (Acer) species are very susceptible to Tordon. Control of ra-
growth of red maple has been outstanding. A summary of the response of
several species of maple to Tordon and Esteron 245 O.S, herbicide@ observed
a minimum of five monthe after treating is given in Table III.

TABLE III. SUMMARY OF RESPONSE OF MAPLE (ACER SPP.) SPRAYED WITH
LEAF-STEM SPRAYS WITH TORDON AND WITH ESTERON 245 0,S,

Average Control Rating (0-10)
Esteron

Tordon 245 0.5,
1/2 lb. 1 lb. 4 lb.

Common Name Scientific Name aehg. aehg. aehg.

Hard Maple Acer saccharum 9 9 8
Marsh.

Red Maple Acer rubru L, 10 10 8.5
Silver Maple Acer saccharinum L. 10 10 9

Tordon killed the stems of maples within three months of spraying and
no regrowth occurred. Regrowth from the root collar was noticed during the
season of treatmant on similar plants treated with 2, -T. It is well
recognized that 204)5-T is one of the most effective phenoxy herbicides for
the control of maple.

Several woody plants that have boon a problem to control because they
are prolific root sprouters have been susceptible to sprays with Tordon.
A summary of the control ratings made on some of these species in axperi-
mtunts in the Eastern United States is presented in Table IV.
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF RESPONSE OF BLACK LOCUST, SASSAFRAS, AND ASPEN
TREATED WITH LEAF-STEM SPRAYS OF TORDON AND WITH ESTERON 245 O.S.

Eaterun
Tordon 245 O.S.

1/2 lb. I lb, 4 lbs.

Common Name Scientific Name ehg. ash. _aahg.

Black Locust Robinia D.eudo- 10 10 6
acacia L.

Sassafras SAssafras albidum 10 to 8.5
(Nutt.) Nes.

Aspen Populus alba L. 9.5 t0 10

A lixt of the relative susceptibilities of xome woody plants to Tordon
is included in the Appendix,

C. SOIL TREATMENTS

Laboratory studies on mesquite (Prolopis juliflora (SW) DC.,), honey
locuiL (Gloditmia tricanthos L,), and ash (Fraxinum uhadii) growing in one-
gallon cans have suggested that Tordon can be effective for the control of
theme spicies by soil treatment, The results in Table V were obtained in
a pralimLnary test observed meven months after treatment.

TABLE V. PER CENT KILL FOLLOWING SOIL TREATMENT
WITH TORDON AND FENURON

Lb. Per Acre Mesquite H. Locust Akh

'ordon 5 100 1o0 100
10 100 100 tOo
20 tOo to0 10
40 tO0 100 100

Fe:nuron 5 10 43 0
10 95 98 5
20 95 70 10
40 100 100 10
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Field tests vith soil applications of Tordon at five pounds per acre
applied in the early spring controlled both samsafres and silver maple.

Additional tests were conducted in North America with the pellated
formulation of Tordon (Tordon 10K pellet@) and evaluated the season of
treatment. They suggest that many susceptible species such as black locust
and sassafras can be controlled with rates butween four and six poundL per
acre of Tordon. Most woody plant species can be controlled with ;ix to
ten pounds par acre applied in the early part of the growing season when
rainfall can be expected after treatment to carry the chemical into the
root area of the plant. Additional experiments are being conducted at the
present time on the possible use of soil applications of Tordon for the
contr-' of many different species of woody plants growing under various
soil and rainfall conditions.

D. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Toxicological studies indicate that Tordon herbicide is safe to handle
and should present no hazard to men or animals when used as directed. It
has a low acute oral toxicity with LDS0 value for rabbits, mice, guinea pigs,
chicks, and rate ranging from 2.0 grams (for rabbits) to 8.2 grams (for rats)
per kilogram o: body wetSht. It also is low in chronic toxicity and presents
no serious hazard from eye and skin contact or skin absorption.

To better determine the effect of accidental ingestion of Tordon by
large animals the following experiments were conducted:

Tordon was administered as the potassium salt to sheep at the rate of
100 milligrams per kilogram of body weight each day for 30 days, individual
yearling calves were given single oral doses of 750 milligrams per kilogram
of body w;it, and sheep single or! Orenae of 1000 milligrams per kilogram
of body weight. None of the animals showed any evidence of ill effects.
Tordon was included in the rations of self-fed swine and chickens at the
rate of 45 ppm, There was no evidence of ill effects as shown by weight
gains or feed conversion in these experiments. These results indicate that
no hazard exists for large animals accidentally consuming vegetation treated
with Tordon.

Experiments were conducted to date---n- the effect of Tordon on fish.
Untreated Lake Huron water at 50OF was used in the *esL which was run for
96 hours. The results from some of the experiments (Table VI) indicate that
Tordon is relatively low in toxicity to fish.
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TABLE V1. MEDIAN TOLERANCE LIMIT (TLM) AN4D MAXIMUM SAFE LIMIT
CALCULATED IN PARTS PER MILLION OF

TORDON (AS THE POTASSIUM SALT) FOR SEVERAL FISH SPECIES

Concentration, ppm.

Maximum
Safe Limit TLM

Fat Head Minnow (Pimephales 21.6 29.2
promelas RAf inoeque)

(rean Sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus 38.9 90.7
RaEf in4squa)

Black Bullhead (Ictalurus mala.es 69.1 90,7
Rafinesque)

Brook Trout (Salvelinue fontinalis 69.1 90.7
Mitchell)

Brown Trout (Salmo 1rutta farlo 21.6 51.8
Linnaeus)

Rainbow Trout (Salmo zairdneri 21,6 50.1
Richardson)

Ramshorn snails and daphnia were maintained in tap water containing
various concentrations of Tordon for 22 hours at 72SF, Test organisms
were not affected at concentrations of 30 ppm, but injury did occur at
40 ppm. Based upon these findings, it is believed that the accidental
contamination oi stream or pond water with Tordon when used for woody
plant control. would not be hasardous to the fish population.

K. SUMMARY

Most woody plant species in the United Scates are controlled with leaf-
stem sprays using Tordon at one-half to I pound per 100 gallon.. A com-
bination formulation using Tordon at three-fourth pound and 2,4-D at two
pounds par gallon (Tordon 101 Mixture) and used at one gallon por 100
gallons of water as a leaf-stem spray has effuctivoly concrolled a broad
range of woody plant Species in many oxperiments, A few species, including
ush, have not been controlled effectively with this rate of application.
In a linited number of trials, ash has been controlled with sprays con-
taintng Tordon at two pounds per 100 gallons per acre. Tordon herbicidc
is ruadily translocated from the roots to the above-ground parts of Lho
plant. Hence, on ash and other species that are more tolerant, sprays
should bti applied to the soil around the root collar as well as on the
stums nnd Ilaves. A combination of Tordon plus 2,4-D, which has given
IX'' tIIlnut coiLrot, should he considered for use where broad-spact'rumn control
,1i woody plant growth is desired.
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Soil applications of Tordon formulated as a pellet have been encouraging,
3oil conditions and rainfall following treatment apparently will influence
the control obtained. Highly susceptible plants such as sassafras and black
locust have been controlled with rates as low as four pounds per acre of
Tordon applied early in the growing season when rainfall occurred after
treating. Higher rates may be required for some other species under less
ideal soil and rainfall conditions. Toxicological information accumulated
to date suggests that Tordon is a relatively safe material to use.
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APPENDIX

RELATIVE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF WOODY PLANTS TO TORDON

HIGHLY SUSCEPTIBLE

Botanical Name Common-Name in-Area Tested

Abies balvames (L.) Mill balsam
Abru Rrecatorius L. red bead vine
Acacia farnehiana (L.) Wilid. huisache
Acacia villosa Wilid. yellow tamarind
Acer macrophyllum Pursb. big leaf maple
Ace rur L, red maple
Acer saccharinum L. silver maple
Acer saccharum Marsh. hard maple
Alnus, oratoa Nut red alder

Ansrullsa DuRai Eprsngl black alder
Amplopsis &bora (L.) Koehn* pepper vine
Arctostaphvlos viscida, Parry mansanita
BaLula lutaa Michx. gray birch
Bmtua Pagyrifora Marsh. paper birch
Borei laqvis (Lam.) Griseb buttonweed
Brunnichia cirrhosa Banks red vine
Brgohvllui iinnatum (Lam.) Kurx. leaf-of-life
9&Ua~ glb (Mill.) Sweet hickory
Car a ovata Mill shagbark hickory
Caasia occidantalis L. John crow pea
Ce.Anothus cuneatus '(Hook.) Nutt. buckbrush
Coltis laeviatata 'Willd, hackborry
Caltis Pallid& Torr. spiny hackberry
CahaanhuDubescens Ref. button bush
Condalia obovata Hook. brazil
Cone t'lorida. L. flowering dogwood

Conu solnfera Michx. red otiier dogwood
Corylus americana Walt. hazelnut
Cratassus ap. hawthorn
Cratalaria varrucosa L. rattle weed
gtNu5 sco.parius (L.) Link Scotch broom
ap xV rSu Xviranan L. persimmon
I-Chit~i uballata Jacq. white nightshAdo
FtmIIta.i- otoil r (L.) R. Br. wild hops
NIlodi-tmi ticnhs L. honey locust
Jugtans nkgra L. black walnut
Juniperus depresma Pursh. ground juniper
1Jfli~frus, virginiana L. red cedar
Larix laricina, DuRoi larch
Liriod(.ndron tuli~ifera L. tulip poplar

Lo~,-!~. japoni ca Thunb Japanese honeysuckle
j;yLLLm Anderson £ ("ray wol1£berry

Mimrwa ~mimosa



Momordica charantia L. corasse bush

Mous ru' -L. mulberry
Nyasa sylvati-ca Marsh blackgum
oxydendrun arboreum (L.) DC. sourwood

Pico& Abies (L.) Karst Norway spruce,
yic lua(MeciJa white spruce

Pi~nu# australis Michx, long leaf pine
yinusa caribau Morelet slash pine
1ZIMu echinata Mill. short leaf pine
Pinus Strobus L. white pine
Pinus Teeda L. loblolly pine
Pinus virsinianA Mill. Virginia pine

PisOiA& Actileatal L. cockepur
Pithecallobium op. -

Pogulus deltoidec Bartr. eastern cottonwood
Iopuluu arandidentata Michx. large-tooth aspen,
Populua tremuloides Michx. quaking &spen
Prosovis luliflora (SW,) DC. mesquite
Prunus smarzinata (Dougl.) Walp. bitter cherry
Prnu Penn@ Ivanica L. wild red cherry
Prnu serotina Ehrb. wild black cherry
Quarcua laurifolia Michx. laurel oak
Quercus Phollos L. willow oak
Quercus rubra L. red oak
Rhamnus aionc ah California coffeeberry

Rhus diversiloba T. and G. poison oak
Rhus Rlabra L. smooth sumac
Rhut radicano L. poison ivy
RhuL typhina Nutt. sumac
Robini gudo-acacia L. black locust
Rosa bracteata Wendi. Macartney rose
Rosa rubiginosa L. wild rose

Rubus In. wild blackberry
Rubus M!. dewberry

Rbus p2L2a&.s P. J. Muell. Himalaya blackberry
Ruu spectabilia Pursh. Salmonberry
Salix lonitifolka Merkl. willow
Salix D.Ura Marsh black willow
Sambucus canadensis L. elderberry
Sambucus uimpao Ii Rehdar southern older
Samsafra albidum (Nutt.) Noes sassafras
Sida op. broomweed
Solanum ficifolium Ott. gully bean
Solanum torvuin Sw.--
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Taxodiuin aucandouu Brongn. pond cypress
,Laolin dLetichtum (L.) Richard bald cypress
ThuJ occidntalis L. northern white 'cedar
Tournefortia hirsutissim L. chigger nut
Tournefortia volubilis L...
Touna canadonsis L, hemlock
Ulja &tat& Michx. winged elm
RIM americansa L. American elm
Urechites lute (L.) Britton yellow nightshade
V~i op, grapevine
Walthra 3jrcana L. raichie

Zanthoxytum Faas Sorg. time prickly-ash

MODERATELY SUSCEPTIBLE

Botnical Name Conunon Name in Area Teoted

Acikcia tortuvs Willd. wild poponax
kourrt~ria op...
BUMAjiA lunustinosa (Michix.) Peru. wooly camelia
camysis radicans (L.) Seem. trumpet creeper
Carya illingenoio (Wang) Koch pecan
Casearia op.
Cascaris, hirouta Sw,. .wild coffee
Cjassla emarstInata L.
Cnrciu canadenuiu L, redbud
Fhmebtis folioloa Benth. Mt. Misery
Didspyou texana, Scheele black persimmon
IEhratia tinifolia, L.
Ilex glabra (L,) Gray gall berry
Liquidambar Styraci-flua L. swoetgum
Miaciira pomifrs (Rae.) Schneid. osage orange

2jjjhia, glabrg L,
M~ic hmetroobylla RaE. wax mnyrtlec
*Q2 ntLa op. prickly pear
Piutcidkia placipuls, (L.) Sarg...
Pj1sij~jlum up. guava
Prr:.yoLm chtlonnis Stunts, cashaw
P1Hcudtaus taifolia (Poir.) Britton Douglas fir
.qti ei .tj a I b L. white oak
ol , (,ii% Lhj2ianii Sarg. Chapman oak

Qg'IhLnc~na llartr. bltiejack oak
It .111-i jwvis Walt. turkoy oak

c t P inaritandica Muenchh. blackjack oak
myrtCii Willd. myrtle oak

S ir . black oak

Best Available Cc,
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Ouorgus Prinua L. u~ t ? 2 LA S
Ouarcup stellata Wang.
Ouergus Vi~rginians Mill. i
Ighae±LfLria frtlcUj~si. Jacvq,
Sglloa glutinoso Sprang. f
Zianthoxylum flavum Vahi

Cia~us sievoidei L. Mdra'tmt
Corny@a Drummondii Meyer x, zhdi
Craton linearis .Tacq. Sps-eih It
Eupatorium ograu L. uki-
Forateria texana Cnry. clbow buQ
Frgxinus amlEricn3 L. wh'Zte Atli
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING COMMAND

EDGEWOOD CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL CENTER
5183 BLACKHAWK ROAD

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21010-5424
REPLY TO

ATTENTION OF

RDCB-DPC-RS 
0 a MAO 2!11

MEMORANDU HRU Edgewood Chemical Biological Center, Technical Director,
(RDCB-D/. -Wienand), 5183 Blackhawk Road, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010-5424

FOR RDECOM Office of Chief Counsel (AMSRD-CC/Mr. Brian May), 5183 Blackhawk Road,
APG, MD 21010-5424

SUBJECT: RDECOM Freedom of Information (FOIA) Request

1. References:

a. Army Regulation 380-86, Classification of Former Chemical Warfare and Biological
Defense, and Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Contamination Survivability Information, dated
22 Jun 05.

b. Army Regulation 25-55, The Department of the Army Freedom of Information Act
Program, dated 1 Nov 97.

2. The request from RDECOM asks for release of the following three documents pertaining to
agent orange. ECBC subject matter experts have recommended allowing public release for these
documents.

a. Technical Memorandum 46, Field Screening of Desiccants and Defoliants, Kenneth D.
Demaree, April 1964.

.b. Proceedings of the First Defoliation Conference, 29-30 July 1963, published January
1964.

c. Technical Report BWL 16, Defoliation and Desiccation, Preston, W.H., Downing
C.R., and Hess, C.E., July 1959.

3. The ECBC point of contact is the undersigned at 410-436-7232 or iune.sellers~us.army.mil.

Concur with ECBC's recommendation.
BRIAN A. MAY JUNE K. SELLERS
FOIA Officer, HQ RDECOM ECBC Security Manager
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